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Abstract
In this thesis, we present a systematic investigation of the static and dynamic response
properties of low-dimensional systems, using a variety of theoretical techniques
ranging from time dependent density functional theory to the recursive Green’s
function method.
As typical low-dimensional systems, metal nanostructures can strongly interact
with an electric field to support surface plasmons, making their optical properties
extremely attractive in both fundamental and applied aspects. We have investigated
the energy broadening of surface plasmons in metal structures of reduced dimen-
sionality, where Landau damping is the dominant dissipation channel and presents
an intrinsic limitation to plasmonics technology. We show that for every prototype
class of systems considered, including nanoshells, coaxial nanotubes, and ultrathin
films, Landau damping can be drastically tuned due to energy quantization of the
individual electron levels and e-h pairs. Both the generic trend and oscillatory nature
of the tunability are in stark contrast with the expectations of the semiclassical surface
scattering picture.
For a more realistic environment of low-dimensional systems, the effect of a
dielectric substrate is considered to mimic the experimental setup. We have studied
the dispersion of various plasmon excitations in metal thin films with growth
substrates. Our results qualitatively reproduce the experimentally observed plasmon
spectra of the Mg/Si systems. The underlying physics for the formation of various
absorption peaks can be understood with a simple hybridization concept. Based on
vi
this concept, the coexistence of surface and bulk plasmons in experimental observation
turns out to be a clear evidence for the existence of multiple-multipole surface
plasmons due to the quantum confinement in thin films.
To step into more confined worlds, we choose the real two-dimensional material
graphene as our representive system, which is a semi-metal with zero band-gap. As
the first step, the static electric response of graphene is investigated by exploring its
transport properties. We have studied the pseudospin valve effect in bilayer graphene
nanoribbons. The pseudospin degree of freedom is associated with the electron density
in two layers and can be controlled by external gate electrodes. We find that the
conductance of nanoribbons shows different behaviors compared with infinite systems
due to the appearance of edge states and quantum confinement. Remarkably, a large
on-off ratio can be achieved in nanoribbons with zigzag edges, even when the Fermi
energy lies in the bulk energy gap. The influence of possible edge vacancies and
interface conditions is also discussed.
Finally, we discuss the possibility of using plasmon excitations to detach the
graphene from its growth substrate, where the dynamic electric response of the
graphene-metal system is expected to play a central role.
vii
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Both the transport and optical properties of a material describe the response of
its enclosed particles (mainly electrons) to an external electric field. Previously,
measurements of the corresponding macroscopic response signals have provided
information on the microscopic world. Recently, improved fabrication techniques
have offered a reversed routing that can effectively control the macroscopic response
by engineering the microscopic contents [4, 5]. The studies of physical properties, in
the so-called low-dimensional systems, then are not only fundamentally interesting,
but also technologically attractive. In this chapter, we first introduce a variety of
interesting physical properties of low-dimensional systems, and then focus on the
transport and optical properties, to show the important role of quantum mechanics
in these systems.
1.1 Physical Properties of Low-Dimensional Sys-
tems
Low-dimensional systems refer to materials that are strongly confined in at least
one dimension. Examples include semiconductor quantum wells, heterostructures,
thin films, nanowires, nanotubes, quantum dots, nanoparticles, etc. The physical
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properties in these systems are expected to deviate significantly from their bulk
counterparts due to quantum size effects and boundary effects, and also differ from
their enclosed atoms due to many-body interactions.
The quantum size effect plays an extremely important role in low-dimensional
systems. Within a simple particle-in-box model, we illustrate one example in Fig. 1.1,
where the electron density of states, n(E), is evaluated in structures of different
reduced dimensionality. For a noninteracting electron gas in 3D, we have the relation
n(E) ∝
√
E. As for low-dimensional cases, n(E) includes the contribution from
both the quantized energy levels and their corresponding continuous compensations in
extended direction, and eventually shows the discontinuous behavior. The completely
different n(E) implies the qualitative contrast between the bulk and low-dimensional
systems, since the density of states has a major impact on many physical properties,
such as the transport, magnetism, and optical absorption. One readily can see one
example by noticing that the electrons in a semiconductor conduction band can be
described by the noninteracting electron gas model. When the confinement modifies
the density of states from 3D to 2D, the energy increase of the band bottom indicates
the change of the optical absorption energy of the semiconductor material.
Another important issue of the low-dimensional systems is the appearance of
a boundary. The boundary, dividing materials with different physical properties,
provides many unique phenomena, which occur along the boundary itself or sometimes
even across the boundary involving the whole system.
Since the 3D electronic band structures are forced to change from one material to
another, a special state usually exists in the atom layers close to the boundary. This
so-called boundary (surface) state, widely existing at metal-vacuum interfaces and
semiconductor heterostructures, serves as the main resource for a two-dimensional
electron gas [6]. The topological insulator [7], which has become one of the hottest
topics in recent years, is another example of the boundary effect. Essentially, the
insulators can be classified into different topological groups. When we join two
insulators from different topological groups, the electronic bandgap has to be closed
2
Figure 1.1: Electron density of states of different dimensionality within free electron
gas model.
3
and reopened from one side to the other, which implies the existence of a remarkable
conductive band at the boundary between the two insulators.
The boundary also can serve as a domain wall in a system, which sometimes
will drastically change the physical properties of the whole system. When the
boundary separates two ferromagnetic regions with parallel (P ) or antiparallel (AP )
magnetization, the conductance G perpendicular to the boundary will show a large
conductivity ratio GP/GAP [8]. This is the so-called giant magnetoresistance effect [9]
which is widely used in today’s hard disk drives. In addition, the conductance
across a metal-semiconductor junction can become asymmetric due to the Schottky
barrier [10], which is caused by the electron redistribution at the boundary. This
property has been used for manufacturing the Schottky diode [11] instead of the
traditional semiconductor p-n junction diode. Moreover, people are attemping to use
this special junction for the photocurrent generation [12]. In next section, we will get
into more details of the boundary effect on optical properties.
On the other hand, it is the many-body interaction that gives the low-dimensional
systems different properties from its constituent. The change of dimensionality has
a large impact on the interaction between the electrons and other excitations. For
instance, Luttinger liquid theory [13] is needed in a 1D system instead of the widely
used Fermi liquid theory. Some physical effects, such as metal-insulator transition [14],
Kohn anomaly [15], Friedel oscillation [16], etc, become more pronounced in low-
dimensional systems due to the many-body interaction.
In the following of this chapter, we focus on the transport and optical properties
to see briefly how they will be changed in low-dimensional systems.
1.2 Optical Properties in Nanostructures
The optical properties of materials refer to the response of materials to electromag-
netic fields. They are important because they can tell us how to manipulate light to
carry information in materials or how to use light to detect the materials.
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Understanding of the optical properties of materials begins from the reflection
and refraction of light on the interface of different materials. These phenomena are
described by the complex refractive index N = n + ik, which tells us how the light
will be scattered at interface and travel in materials. Many interesting phenomena
relate to those properties, such as light with different colors have different refraction
angles, the insulators are usually transparent, metals are used to make mirrors, etc..
The physics behind those phenomena is that materials respond differently to the light
with different frequencies. Microscopically, this is related to the interaction between
the light and electrons in a material. These interactions including the scattering
and absorption of light are usually described with the dielectric function of material
ε = ε1 + iε2.
In recent years, the optical properties in low-dimensional systems have attracted
a lot of attentions mainly because of the existence of surface plasmons [17]. Plasmons
refer to collective excited states of electrons in materials, and play a crucial role
in the optical response of systems. The surface plasmon is one kind of plasmon
state that is localized on the boundary of systems. The most attractive aspect of
surface plasmons is that it can be strongly coupled with light, offering pronounced
electric field enhancement near the boundary, and therefore results in a slew of
intriguing phenomena and potential applications. The corresponding technology,
plasmonics, is widely used in a variety of aspects, including the surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [18, 19], metamaterial [4, 5], solar cells [20], etc.
In 1952, David Pines and David Bohm [21] indicated the existence of collective
motion of electrons in a dense electron gas (Fig. 1.2(b)). This so-called bulk plasmon
mode has a characteristic frequency around ωp =
√
4πne2/me depending on the
electron density n and effective massme in the material. In fact, before this theoretical
study, evidence for this special mode was detected in the experiment of energy loss of
electrons as they pass through metal thin films [1]. Fig. 1.2(a) shows the quantized
energy loss spectra, implying the existence of new absorption mode. However, what
really stimulates today’s plasmonics is the surface plasmon.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Bulk plasmons of Al and Be measured by electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) [1]. (b) Charge density oscillations of bulk plasmons. (c) Charge
density oscillations and induced electric fields of surface plasmons. (d) Surface
and bulk plasmons of Mg and Al measured by EELS (Small shoulders aside huge
the bulk plasmon peaks marked by the red arrows are due to the surface plasmon
absorptions.) [2, 3].
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In 1957, Rufus Ritchie discovered the concept and theory of surface plasmon [22].
After two years, this prediction was confirmed by a series of experiments (Fig. 1.2(d)).
As shown in Fig. 1.2(c), a surface plasmon is the electron collective motion existing at
a metal surface (strictly speaking at an interface between two materials with opposite-
sign dielectric constants). Its frequency depends on the geometry of the corresponding
interface. For example, for a flat surface this frequency is ωp/
√
2, and for a spherical
nanoparticle many different modes exist following the formula ωp
√
l/(2l + 1) [17].
After briefly going through the history and applications of plasmons, we turn
to its theoretical framework. The earliest analysis for the bulk plasmon by Pines
and Bohm was based on quantum mechanical studies, where the plasmon mode is
ascribed to electron collective oscillation due to the long-range Coulomb interactions,
and the individual electron oscillations are thus governed by short range screened
Coulomb potential with the Yukawa potential form [23]. Surface plasmon, on the
other hand, can be described by classical electromagnetic theory. In Ritchie’s paper,
he predicted surface plasmon with a classical method, even though he mentioned
the possible quantum approach. Later Peter Feibelman [24] showed a more rigorous
result with quantum mechanics. However, many researchers still like to use classical
methods, because in most cases the dielectric function can describe the response of
system very well, and therefore makes the classical theory accurate enough. Also,
presently the powerful computer can describe the plasmon in very complex systems
with classical methods, such as the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD).
For those systems, the quantum study, involving the much larger electronic degrees
of freedom, is too expensive to be used.
However, as will be shown in Chapter 3, when electronic structures are strongly
affected by confinement, a simple dielectric function will not be good enough to
describe the response of the system. Then more accurate quantum studies are
required. One of our purpose in this thesis is by using some highly symmetric
prototype systems to seek the unique properties, which are only able to be explored
7
with quantum analysis. Then by carefully manipulating these building blocks, we can
take the plasmonics into the quantum age.
1.3 Transport Properties in Mesoscopic Systems
Right after the discovery of electron, a classical model was proposed in 1900 by Paul
Drude [25] to explain the microscopic origin of Ohm’s law. In the Drude model,
driven by the external electric field, the electrons are moving in the material and are
constantly scattered by ion cores to obtain resistivity. The current then is derived as




where n,e,m are, respectively, the density, charge, and mass of electron, and τm is
the mean time interval of scattering events. This model is a successful attempt to
connect the microscopic quantity with macroscopic observable, and the idea of the
mean free path lm depending on the vτm is still used in today’s theory, where v is the
average velocity of free electrons. However, this model encounters serious problems
when the temperature dependence is considered and the ion scattering picture of the
resistivity is not accurate [26].
Following the development of quantum mechanics in 1920s, Sommerfeld applied
the Fermi-Dirac distribution to electrons instead of the Boltzmann distribution used in
Drude model. This change turns out to be very successful in explaining the observed
temperature dependence. It tells us that only the electrons around the Fermi level
participate in the conduction. Thus, instead of using the average velocity of free
electron v, we should use the Fermi velocity vF to define the mean free path lm = vF τm.
In low-dimensional systems, we consider not only the Fermi-Dirac distribution of
a quantum system, but also the wave-like property of electrons, essentially, the phase
coherence of the wavefunction. Due to the reduced dimensionality, the scale of system
L may become comparable with the phase relaxation length of electron lφ. In this
8
so-called mesoscopic system [27], quantum interference becomes very important, and
electrons behave like waves rather than classical pinballs.
The electron scattering events in materials can be divided into elastic and inelastic
scattering. Elastic scattering includes the scattering with static impurity, which
will not destroy the phase coherence since the phase shift is uniquely determined
by the scattering source. On the other hand, inelastic scatterings include the
scattering with phonons, other electrons, and impurities with relevant degree-of-
freedom, which washes out the phase information of the electrons. We thus can define
the corresponding mean free path as lel and lin, and recognize the different transport
regimes based on various characteristic lengths. For example, at low temperature, we
usually have lel < lφ < lin.
When the Fermi wavelength lF is comparable with lel, we encounter the effect
of Anderson localization, which means the conductivity is zero. When lin < L, we
have the normal macroscopic conductivity, following the Ohm’s law. However, when
lel < L < lφ, we encounter the mesoscopic system, where phase coherence and the
elastic scattering produce the weak localization effect, providing resistivity to the
system. If we go one more step to shrink the size of a system to satisfy L < lel,
electrons will not be scattered in the whole device region. The conductivity is then








where ni and Ti are the density of state i and its transmission rate across the whole
system including the electrodes. This conductivity formula in the so-called ballistic
transport regime can be understood by analogy with the light transmitting through
a glass or electron traveling across a potential well, where the “resistivity” essentially
comes from the boundaries.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis
In the following part of this thesis, I will check into more details of the aforementioned
topics, and introduce the theoretical and numerical methods used to study those
problems. Essentially, we examine how the quantum size effect will affect the
transport and optical properties of materials.
In the next chapter, various methods are introduced, including the tight-binding
model, (time dependent) density functional theory, and Green’s function method.
Chapter 3 investigates the quantum size effect of plasmons in metal nanostruc-
tures. I will start with a general introduction for the current theories, including the
classical EM field calculation and the hydrodynamic model. The detailed formalism
in the quantum studies will be presented following the methodologies introduced in
chapter 2. The advantage of quantum studies will be shown in the last section, where
we apply it to different metal nanostructures and show intriguing results for both
energy and linewidth of plasmons.
In chapter 4, we study various plasmon modes in more realistic systems, where
the contribution of dielectric environments is considered.
The static electric properties of the real two-dimensional material graphene are
investigated in chapter 5. I will introduce some basic knowledge of graphene, and
then use the recursive Green’s function method to study transport properties of a
confined system, bilayer graphene nanoribbon, where an intriguing pseudospin valve
effect is presented.
The prospectives of current studies are presented in chapter 6.





2.1 Density Functional Theory
The ground state of a many-body system can be well explored through the density
functional theory (DFT). The concept of DFT originated from the Thomas-Fermi
model, while its theoretical foundation was laid in two theorems derived by Hohenberg
and Kohn in 1964 [29]. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems state that the ground state
properties of a many-electron system are uniquely determined by the electron density,
and there exists a universal energy functional with respect to electron density, such
that the exact ground state density can be found by minimizing this energy functional.
These are very powerful results since they offer an opportunity to reduce the many-
body problem of N electrons with 3N spatial coordinates to electron density with
only 3 spatial coordinates. After the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, Kohn and Sham
developed a simple scheme to carry out DFT calculations by solving the so-called
Kohn-Sham equation [30].
Within the Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme, one studies a system of non-interacting
electrons that generate the same electron density as the real interacting electrons.
The non-interacting electrons move in an effective KS potential Veff [n](r), including
the mean-field Hartree potential VH [n](r) and the additional many-body correction
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Vxc[n](r). The functional Veff [n](r) depends on the electron density distribution






where, inversely, the wavefunction of individual electronic state ψi(r) can be solved






ψ(r) = εiψ(r). (2.2)
Therefore, by self-consistently solving Eq. (2.1) and (2.2), we can finally arrive at the
ground state density.
2.2 Green’s Function Methods
The Green’s function is a useful tool to solve linear differential equations subject to
the special boundary condition. Essentially, a Green’s function builds up a mapping
from boundary conditions to corresponding solutions through an integration. In a
physical system described by a certain differential equation, the boundary condition
and solution usually have a clear physical meaning. The Green’s function then offers a
very intuitive way of describing their connection. Here, we introduce the applications
of the Green’s function from classical to quantum systems. In later sections, we will
show its usages in the studies of both transport and optical properties.
2.2.1 Classical Green’s functions
In classical studies, even though you may not be familiar with this terminology,
you must use some Green’s functions many times. One example is the Coulomb
interaction, which is the Green’s function of the Poisson equation
∇2φ(r) = 4πn(r), (2.3)
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where n(r) is the charge density and φ(r) is the electric potential field. The Green’s
function is defined to be the solution with a delta-function boundary condition as
∇2rG(r, r′) = δ(r − r′). (2.4)





This is an explicit expression of Coulomb potential. To get G(r, r′), we first transfer
Eq. (2.4) into k-space,
− k2G(k) = 1. (2.6)
Clearly G(k) = −1/k2, then its r-space form can be obtained as

































This is a simple example of Green’s functions. We will discuss its connection with a
quantum example later.
2.2.2 Quantum single particle Green’s functions
In quantum mechanics, Green’s functions are handy to deal with perturbations. For
example, in the Schödinger equation
Hψ = (H0 + V )ψ = εψ, (2.9)
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where the total Hamiltonian H is divided into an easily solvable part H0 and a small
perturbation V . We can consider V ψ as the boundary condition, or a source term,
as its role in our previous classical example. To solve the differential equation
(ε−H0)ψ = V ψ, (2.10)
we can first obtain its Green’s function from
(ε−H0)G0(r, r′, ε) = δ(r − r′). (2.11)
There are some differences between this quantum case and the previous classical
example. First, without the source, i.e. V = 0, we have the field ψ0 solved from
(ε−H0)ψ0 = 0. (2.12)
Here, generally ψ0(r) 6= 0 and should be considered as a background field contributing
to the total field. In our classical example, we can also have a background field, such
as a constant. However, there is no specific physical meaning for that. The total field
ψ(r) now should be written as
ψ(r) = ψ0(r) +
∫
dr′dr′′G0(r, r
′, ε) [V (r′, r′′)ψ(r′′)] , (2.13)
where we note another difference from the second term. Since the source term in this
quantum case relates to the field itself, the field can only be obtained by self-consistent
iteration.
We can of course define the Green’s function directly as
(E −H0 − V )G(r, r′, ε) = δ(r − r′). (2.14)
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Then, conversely we obtain
ψ0 = ψ +G(−V ψ0)⇒ ψ = ψ0 +GV ψ0, (2.15)
where, for simplicity, we ignore the integrals by just considering them as matrix
multiplications. By comparing Eq. (2.13) and (2.15), We can obtain the Dyson
equation, which connects G0 and G,
GV ψ0 = G0V ψ0 +G0V G0V ψ0 + · · · ⇒ G = G0 +G0V G. (2.16)





This is a very useful relation, since it provides a way to obtain G by simply solving
H0. In the next section, we will see that for a time dependent H, we can always
extract the time independent part H0, leaving V (t) as the perturbation.
2.3 Time Dependent Density Functional Theory
We will show in this section the reason that we need a time dependent theory and the
way to derive it. Combining it with the density functional theory of ground states
introduced in the section 2.1, the time dependent density functional theory can be
obtained to deal with excited states of the system.
2.3.1 Absorption and excited states
The response properties of systems provide the information of their internal degrees
of freedom. Energy absorption (or dissipation) is one of these response properties
directly reflects the energy difference between the ground state?? and excited states.
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Before going through a long rigorous derivation in the next section, we first build
up the relation between the absorption and excited states with a very intuitive way.
Assuming an external field Vext(t) = V0δ(t) acting on the system, the absorption can




ω |〈f |V0|i〉|2 δ(Ef − Ei − ω), (2.18)
where |i〉 and |f〉 are the initial and final states of the system, respectively. The
physics is that |〈f |V0|i〉|2 indicates the possibility for the system to jump from
the ground state to a certain excited state, and the delta function ensures energy
conservation in this process. The total absorption is thus simply calculated as the
summation of contributions from all available channels.
We now go through the linear response theory to build up the time dependent
framework, which is crucial for both transport and optical properties.
2.3.2 Linear response theory
The linear response theory describes the response of systems to time dependent exter-
nal perturbations. The final goal is to find the intrinsic quantity of a system usually
called susceptibility, which connects the response and the perturbation through a
linear relation. To understand this, we start from a simple classical example, the
Lorentz oscillator model, where we consider a set of noninteracting electrons, acting as
classical harmonics oscillators with frequency ω0 due to confinement and also affected
by a frictional force proportional to their velocity ẋ as mγẋ. Generally, the harmonics
approximation is true for small displacement x of electrons, and the linear frictional
force is also a good approximation in many cases. Now, we calculate their behaviors
under an external electric field Eext. For each electron, we have the equation of motion





Assuming x(ω, t) = x0(ω)e
−iωt and Eext(ω, t) = E0(ω)e
−iωt, this equation can be





−ω2 + ω20 − iγω
. (2.20)
Assuming the density of electron is n, we obtain the polarization
P = nex0(ω) = ε0
ω2p
−ω2 + ω20 − iγω
E0(ω) = ε0χ(ω)E0(ω), (2.21)
where χ(ω) is exactly the electric susceptibility of the system and ε0 is vacuum





is a very important quantity, which will be discussed later in the optical studies.
We now keep only the real part of Eext and x to calculate the energy dissipation,
which indicates the strength of the coupling between external field and the electronic
system. Suppose the external field is
Ẽext(ω, t) = E0(ω) cosωt. (2.23)




[Reχ(ω) cosωt+ Imχ(ω) sinωt] . (2.24)






















This result states the relation between absorption and susceptibility, essentially the
dynamic response function. Actually, we can calculate the energy dissipation directly








∗(ω, t) = ε0ωImχ(ω)E
2
0(ω). (2.26)
The reason that we go through the previous procedure is to show the energy
dissipation due to out-of-phase motion of the oscillators by comparing Eq. (2.23)
and (2.24) . In the following of this section, we will derive the quantum response
function in the linear response theory, which gives a similar relation with exactly the
same underlying physics.
In quantum mechanics, we consider a many-electron system described by time
independent Hamitonian H0. Starting from time t0, this system is perturbed by a
time dependent external field Vext(t). The total Hamiltonian can thus be written as
H(t) = H0 + V (t)Θ(t− t0). (2.27)
The linear response theory describes the response of a system to an external
perturbation in linear regime. The response is quantified by measuring the change of
the expectation value of a certain observable X,






na 〈ψa(0)|X|ψa(0)〉 , (2.28)
where the wavefunction |ψa(t)〉 is under the schrödinger picture following the relation
i∂t |ψa(t)〉 = H(t) |ψa(t)〉 . (2.29)
Considering the wavefunction
∣∣ψ̄a(t)〉 within interaction picture we have
∣∣ψ̄a(t)〉 = eiH0t |ψa(t)〉 = eiH0teiH(t−t0)e−iH0t0 ∣∣ψ̄a(t0)〉 = Ū(t, t0) ∣∣ψ̄a(t0)〉 , (2.30)
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where Ū is defined to describe the evaluation of
∣∣ψ̄a(t)〉 and we should notice that∣∣ψ̄a(t0)〉 = |ψa〉. The reason to use the interaction picture is that both wavefunctions
and Ū(t, t0) can be explicitly determined by the perturbation V̄ (t) as
i∂t
∣∣ψ̄a(t)〉 = i∂t [eiH0t |ψ(t)〉] = eiH0t(−H0 +H) |ψ(t)〉 = V̄ ∣∣ψ̄a(t)〉 , (2.31)
and




= eiH0tV e−iH(t−t0)e−iH0t0 = V̄ (t)Ū(t, t0).
(2.32)
Integrating both sides from time t0 to t, we get











Now, inserting |ψa(t)〉, extracted from Eq. (2.30), into Eq. (2.28) yields































We now try to divide this result into two parts, the intrinsic property of system and
the external field. Suppose V depends on the quantity Y of the system and the
external field Fext as
V (t) = Y (t)Fext(t)Θ(t− t0). (2.35)
Then setting τ = t− t′ in Eq. (2.34), we get











Fext(t− τ)Θ(t− τ − t0).
(2.36)
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If we assume t0 → −∞ and insert another function Θ(τ), we obtain









Fext(t− τ) = χXY ∗ Fext(t), (2.37)










The physics here is that χXY (t) indicates the intrinsic response property of the system
as a device, and Fext is the external perturbation as the input signal. Therefore, as
shown in Eq. (2.37), their convolution gives the response of this system. Now, suppose
Fext(t) = F0(ω)e
−iωt, in frequency domain then we arrive at the same relation as in
the classical example Eq. (2.21),
δX(ω) = χXY (ω)F0(ω), (2.39)
where χXY (ω) can be readily derived as
















































εa − εb + ω + iη
+
YabXba






εa − εb + ω + iη
XabYba,
(2.40)
where fa,b is the partition function for the states a and b, respectively, and η is an
infinitesimal positive factor. We focus on the special case that the electron density
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responses to the external electric field. The corresponding result can be directly used
in the study of optical response. Both X and Y now are the electron density n(r),
and the external field is F0 = eV0. Based on Eq. (2.39), we have





The absorption rate is then calculated as,






















πδ(εa − εb + ω)(fa − fb) 〈a|n(r′)|b〉 〈b|n(r)|a〉. (2.43)





πδ(ε0 − εeh + ω) 〈0|n(r′)|eh〉 〈eh|n(r)|0〉, (2.44)
where |0〉 and |eh〉, respectively, refer to the many-body ground state and the possible
excited states, which correspond to possible transitions from a hole state |a〉 (fa = 1)
to an electron state |b〉 (fb = 0).
2.3.3 Energy-weighted sum rule


























On the other hand, this external field essentially gives the equilibrium system an








Comparing Eq. (2.46) and (2.47), we obtain the energy weight sum rule, which can
be used to check the numerical results.
In addition, when we insert Eq. (2.42) and (2.44) into Eq. (2.46), we can reproduce
the absorption strength Eq. (2.18) shown at the beginning of this section.
2.3.4 Random phase approximation
By now, we have seen how to obtain the absorption of systems for certain external
fields. Essentially, as long as we have wavefunctions of ground state and excited states,
the response functions can be evaluated from Eq. (2.40). However, for a many-body
system, it is hard to get the wavefunctions of excited states. Although DFT offers
a way to calculate the electron density of the ground state and the corresponding
independent Kohn-Sham electronic states, we cannot obtain excited states by simply
moving an electron from an occupied state to an unoccupied state. The reason is that
the effective potential evaluated from ground state density will be changed due to the
excitation, and then the original Kohn-Sham states cannot be used as the proper
eigenstates of the new Hamiltonian, which should be composed by the ground state
Hamiltonian and the additional effective potential due to the excitation.
Another way to understand the above argument is that the external field will
induce the electron density change in the system, and conversely the density change
will induce additional field acting back to the system. Again, we consider the response
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of system to an external electric field Vext, then the induced charge density is
δn(r, ω) =
∫
dr′χ0(r, r′, ω) [Vext(r
′, ω) + Vind(r
′, ω)] , (2.48)
where χ0 is the non-interacting density-density response function constructed from
the Kohn-Sham state as



















−ω+ − (Eb − Ea)
], (2.49)
where Ei, Ψi and fi are energy, wavefunction and occupation number of states i = a, b,
respectively, ω+ = ω + iη is the energy of the excitation ω plus an infinitesimal
imaginary part iη, and Ψ̂a,b(r, r
′) = Ψ∗a(r)Ψb(r)Ψa(r
′)Ψ∗b(r
′) is for simplicity. The





where and hereafter we ignore the argument ω in all functions for convenience. In
the random phase approximation (RPA), K(r, r′) usually called residue interaction is
the bare coulomb interaction. Combining Eq. (2.48) and (2.50), we have
δn = χ0 [Vext +Kδn] , (2.51)
where, for simplicity, we ignore the integrals by just considering them as matrix
multiplications. We then can define the interacting density-density response function
χ through




Comparing this result with Dyson equation Eq. (2.17), we can see that the residue
interaction K can be viewed as perturbation to the system described by χ0.
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Essentially, χ0 is a two-body Green’s function, which corresponds to a Hamiltonian
of electron-hole pairs.
2.4 Recursive Green’s Function Method
In this section, we introduce the concept of the recursive Green’s function Method
[31], which is an effective method to study the transport properties of mesoscopic
systems.
We consider a simple mesoscopic system composed of the left lead side (L), the
right lead side (R) and the middle conductive region (N). We slice the whole system
into a series of principal layers, which only interact with nearest-neighbor. Then, the







where HL(HR) is infinite size square matrix describing the semi-infinite left (right)
lead side. Suppose there are m principle layers in N region, then HN is a finite matrix
with the size mN0 ×mN0, and N0 is the number of atoms in one principle layer. All
the other off-diagonal blocks describe the coupling between lead sides and N region.













NR)GN = I, (2.55)
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where G0L,R = (E − HL,R)−1 is an isolate Green’s function for left (right) lead side,
which only describes the isolated lead side assumed to be decoupled with N region.
Now one needs to find the inverse of an infinite large matrix and then the inverse of
an mN0 by mN0 matrix, sometimes this matrix could be very large. To solve these
difficulties, a so-called surface Green’s function g is used. Here we use the surface
Green’s function grx,x to describe the xth layer block of the isolate Green’s function
when the interactions between (x− 1)th and xth layers is set to be zero. Now since
the interactions only exist between the nearest layers, we have












where H1 describes the interlayer coupling and Hi,i is the intralayer Hamiltonian.
G1,1 is the first layer block of the Green’s function GN . So, as long as we have surface
Green’s function glL and g
r
R for the left and right lead side, G1,1 can be calculated
through Eq. (2.56) and (2.57). To get glL and g
r
R, we can still use Eq. (2.56) to
calculate a long enough lead region to approach the semi-infinite results. However,
since Hi,i is a constant matrix in the lead region, a more efficient algorithm [32] can
be used to evaluate surface Green’s function for a 2N -layer lead with only N recursive
steps. With G1,1, we can calculate the transmission rate as
T = Tr[ΓL1,1(A1,1 −G1,1ΓL1,1G
†
1,1)], (2.58)




LH1) and A1,1 = −2Im(G1,1). In the end, for ballistic







Plasmons in Metal Nanostructures
3.1 Introduction
A surface plasmon describes the collective excitation of the conduction electrons at
a metal surface [33]. Recently, a rapidly expanding field [34, 35] is to exploit novel
aspects of surface plasmons defined at the surfaces or interfaces of elegantly fabricated
metal nanostructures to trap light with wavelengths much larger than the nanoscale
for a wide range of applications. This development stems from the fact that the
properties of surface plasmons sensitively depend on the size, shape, and dielectric
environment of the metal nanostructures, rendering plasmonics immense application
potentials in surface-enhanced spectroscopies [18, 19], biological and chemical sensing
[36, 37], nanolithography [38, 39], solar cells [20], etc.. Traditionally, the surface
plasmon is described within the classical picture, where the optical response of a
system is obtained by solving electromagnetic Maxwell equations with bulk dielectric
properties of the constituent materials. However, as the characteristic lengths of
the plasmonic materials become smaller and smaller, intriguing phenomena may
emerge beyond the expectations of classical picture [40, 41], demanding more accurate
quantum mechanical treatments [42, 43].
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To date, studies of surface plasmons have been predominately focused on their
frequency tunability [44, 45]. In contrast, much less effort has been devoted to
the plasmon lifetime[46], an equally important aspect of the surface plasmon. For
practically every plasmonics application, it is highly desirable to have as long a
lifetime as possible once the surface plasmons are excited. Competing lifetime
broadening mechanisms considered previously include inhomogeneous broadening [47,
48], boundary scattering, radiation damping, and Landau damping. For example,
for spherical particles with radius L, boundary scattering has been found within
a semiclassical picture to result in a ∝ 1/L correction to the linewidth of surface
plasmons [49]. As the fabrication techniques continue to improve and the system sizes
continue to shrink into the quantum regime, both inhomogeneous broadening and
radiation damping can be greatly suppressed, making Landau damping the dominant
lifetime broadening mechanism. In this regime, the boundaries of the system are
actually parts of the physical conditions defining the confined electron energy levels
that contribute to Landau damping, via plasmon-electron interactions[50]. This
dominant intrinsic damping channel is expected to exhibit significant tunability,
because the quantized electronic states depend sensitively on the size and shape of
the metal nanostructures.
In this chapter, we start with the classical studies in section 4.2 to present some
basic concepts of plasmons. To gain a feeling about the microscopic description of
plasmons, we introduce the hydrodynamic hybridization model [cite] in section 4.3.
The detailed quantum mechanical procedures are presented in section 4.4. In
section 4.5, using the quantum methods, we present the results of the energy and
the linewidth of surface plasmon in metal nanostructures.
3.2 Classical Electromagnetic Studies
Using Eq. (2.19) and (2.25), many optical phenomena can be quantitatively under-
stood. First, clearly, for different frequencies of light, materials will have different
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responses due to the ω dependence. Then notice the role of ω0, which essentially
distinguishes between insulators and metals. For an insulator, due to the electronic
energy gap at the Fermi surface, electrons are bounded with a large ω0. For ω  ω0,
we expect ε > 1 and the absorption P̄ ∝ ω2/ω20 is small. This is the reason that an
insulator is usually transparent.
On the other hand, for a metal, we can consider a free electron gas model, which
means ω0 = 0. Then we arrive at the Drude model




For a small γ, when ω  ωp, ε < 0 and the absorption P̄ ∝ ω2p/ω2 is very large. Thus
a metal prefers to strongly absorb light at low frequencies and becomes transparent
at high frequencies.
After getting the microscopic response packed into the dielectric function ε,
many optical properties of material can be studied using the macroscopic Maxwell’s
equations. Now, at a metal-dielectric interface, we use these equations to derive the
so called surface plasmon polariton (SPP), which is the quasiparticle resulting from
the coupling between light and the surface plasmon.
Considering that the whole space is filled by the nonmagnetic materials with local
dielectric functions ε1(ω) (metal) in the space z < 0 and ε2 (dielectric) in the space
z > 0, our purpose is to derive the condition for the existence of an electromagnetic
wave propagating along the interface z = 0. The electric field Ei and magnetic field
Hi in both sides can be described by the Maxwell’s equations
∇ · εiEi = 0, (3.2)
∇ ·Hi = 0, (3.3)
∇× Ei = −∂tHi, (3.4)
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and
∇×Hi = ε∂tEi. (3.5)
Using Eq. (3.4) and (3.5), we get the wavefunction of Ei as
∇× (∇× Ei) = ∇(∇ · Ei)−∇2Ei = −ε∂2t Ei. (3.6)





Also, due to the symmetry in y direction Eiy = 0, and then Hix and Hiz equal to zero
too. From Eq. (3.5), we get an additional equation
− kizHiy = εiωEix. (3.8)













For a large kx, we require the ε1 + ε2 = 0. Then if we consider ε1(ω) described by





Here, we derive this result based on a pure classical method. Later, with more
accurate quantum calculation we are going to reproduce this value.
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Figure 3.1: Three different interfaces and their corresponding coordinate systems.
Each interface separates the two materials with different dielectric constants, ε1 and
ε2.
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Actually, the surface plasmon frequency can be more easily calculated by solving
the electrostatic Laplace equation ∇2φ = 0 with certain boundary condition, as long
as the charge fluctuation or the size of the system is much smaller than the external
driving field, which refers to the quasi-static approximation. As shown in Fig. 3.1, we
consider three different interface geometries, i.e. sphere (S), cylinder (C) and plane
(P), each of which separates two regions with the dielectric functions ε1(ω) (metal)
and ε2, respectively. Suppose that the charge oscillation exists only at the interface,

























Due to the boundary condition φ(∞) = 0, we have A = 0 in region 2. Due to
φ(−∞) = 0 for plane and φ(0) = 0 for sphere and cylinder, we have B = 0 in
region 1. Then considering the boundary condition at the interface





















ε1 = −ε2, (3.19)
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for sphere, cylinder and planar respectively. When the frequency satisfies those
conditions, the charges at the interface can strongly oscillate with the corresponding
eigenmodes, resulting in the surface plasmon modes. For example, when ω = ωp/
√
3,
the spherical dipole (l = 1) mode can strongly absorb the energy from the external
field. Also as aforementioned, the frequency ω = ωp/
√
2 corresponds to the eigenmode
in the planar case.
By now, we have seen some simple examples showing the way to solve the plasmon
mode with classical electromagnetic theory. With modern powerful computational
tools, we can also directly calculate the dynamic response of materials by evaluating
the evolution of spatially discretized electric and magnetic fields in small time
intervals, which is the spirit of the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD).
However, we should notice that the classical calculation depends on the dielectric
function, which is approximated with the Drude model. The actual dielectric function
can, of course, be determined from experiments. But as we have shown in the
Lorentz model, this function should depend on the detailed electronic structure of
system, therefore, the computation becomes very complicated for nanostructures,
where nonlocal effect and discretization of the electronic levels are expected to have
significant effects.
3.3 Hydrodynamic Hybridization Model
In this section, we go one more step to introduce a hydrodynamic model. In this
model, we do not consider the dielectric function, and instead of focusing on the
response field, we turn our attention to a microscopic quantity, the surface charge
density. The advantage of this model is that we can clearly understand the plasmon
mode from microscopic point of view, and therefore elucidate the contribution from
the interaction among different plasmon modes.
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The plasmon is defined as an incompressible irrotational deformation of the
conduction electron gas, which can be described by two equations,
∂tn+∇ · J = 0 (3.20)
and
∇× J = 0. (3.21)
The irrotational property of J implies the existence of a scalar field η with the
definition J = n0∇η, which should also satisfy the Laplace equation ∇2n = 0. Since
we consider an incompressible electron gas, the density fluctuation only exist at the
boundary. Suppose this deformation is very small, we can ignore its effect in the
normal direction of the surface, and then define a surface charge density σ, which
satisfies the equation
σdS = (n− n0)dV. (3.22)
We then have
∂tσdS = ∂tndV = −∇ · JdV = −J · n̂dS = n0∇ηdS. (3.23)
Now we essentially build up a relation between the surface charge density and their






























Now, we choose the planar system shown in Fig. 3.1(a) as an example. Since ∇2η = 0,
similar to the classical electric potential, we can expend η as








and then we have






Then the kinetic energy and electrostatic potential can be expressed as the




























































where coulomb interaction has been transformed into k-space in r‖ direction. The
Lagrange of the system is
















This is a semiclassical result, where the interactions among the electrons are
considered. Now we can further derive the plasmon modes in a thin film structure by
simply involving the coulomb interactions between two surfaces.
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For a thin film with two surfaces at r = a and b, the scalar potential η includes
the contributions from both sides as















The induced charge at a and b surfaces are thus written respectively as































































where the hybridized oscillation frequency ω can be readily solved as








This is a result we will use to compare with our quantum calculations. The
hydrodynamic model can qualitatively explain the energy dispersions of plasmons in
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many low-dimensional structures. The interactions among different plasmon modes
are explicitly shown in the coulomb potential part, and therefore the underlying
physics is very clear. However one cannot catch any linewidth information with this
semiclassical model, since the dissipative mechanism does not exist in this mode.
3.4 Quantum Mechanical Studies
To catch the quantum size effect and linewidth information of plasmons, we show the
quantum mechanical approach and detailed formalism for several prototype systems
in this section.
3.4.1 Ground states
We first carry out the ground state calculation in three prototype systems, including
zero-dimension(0D) nanoshells, 1D coaxial nanotubes, and 2D thin films shown in
Fig. 3.2. The ‘nD’ symbol assigned to them is based on different translational
symmetries. Jellium mode is used to describe the ion background, which is then
approximated by the following distribution of positive charges
nb(r) = n0[Θ(r − r1)−Θ(r − r2)], (3.39)
where Θ(r) is the Heavyside step function, n0 is the average electron density





and r1,2 indicates the positions of two boundaries in the direction r perpendicular to
the surfaces. Also we have 0 < r1 < r2 (for 2D we do not have to involve 0, but
it is more convenient to use this consistent relation.). Within jellium mode we have
the exact translational or/and rotational symmetries in our prototype systems. The
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the three prototype low-dimensional systems.
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wavefunctions in three different systems can then be written as
ψ0D(r) = ψ0D(r,Ω) = φn,l(r)Yl,m(Ω)











Where, Yl,m(Ω) is the spherical harmonics function, satisfying
∫
dΩ|Yl,m(Ω)|2 = 4π,
n is the quantum number in the r direction, l is the angular momentum, m is the
magnetic quantum number, and k is the momentum in the direction with translational
symmetry.










u(r) = Eu(r). (3.42)








u(r) = Eu(r), (3.43)
where u(r) is the modified radial wavefunction, which has different forms correspond-









and u(r) satisfies the normalization relation
∫
dr|u(r)|2 = 1. Due to reduction of
dimensions in KS equation, the additional centrifugal potential Vgeo(r) is introduced
into effective potential






























where r> = max(r, r
′), and ρ(r) = n(r) − nb(r) is the charge density, including
contributions from both ions and electrons. For the exchange-correlation potential
Vxc = Vx + Vc, we use the local density approximation with the exchange potential
approximated by Vx and the Perdew-Zunger correlation Vc. More details are presented
in Appendix C.
The next step is to calculate the electron density based on the wavefunction solved
from KS equation, which is calculated by summing up the contribution from all




















where, Ds = 2 is the spin degeneracy, Dl is the magnetic degeneracy, Dk is the
contribution of electrons with different k but same φ(r), and k0 =
√
2(EF − Eφ) is
the maximum of momentum in the extend direction for a certain Eφ. Finally, the
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ground state density can be self-consistently calculated by the closed loop through
Eq. (3.43) and Eq. (3.48). We are then ready to start the calculation for the excited
states.
3.4.2 Excited states and plasmon resonances
Due to the existing rotational and translational symmetries in our systems, the
excitation of plasmon modes should satisfy the energy conservation and also the
(angular) momentum conservation. We then expand all related quantities in
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δ(|la ± L| − lb)
ω+ − (εb − εa)− (12q2 − kaq)
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δ(|la ± L| − lb)












ω+ − (εb − εa)− (12q
2
‖ − ka · q‖)
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−ω+ − (εb − εa)− (12q
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where εa,b is the energy of states a, b in confined direction, ka,b is their momentum in




To perform the summation of states a and b, a commonly used method is related
to the Green’s function. We know the relation







where the Green’s function can be solved from
(HKS − E)G = −δ(r − r′). (3.55)
Then we just need to do the finite-term summation
∑
a fa for χ
0. However, as
the system size increases, the Hamiltonian matrix will become very large, making
the inverse process become slow. More importantly, for the 1D and 2D systems,
the summation
∑
a fa is actually an integration, an inevitable error will then be
introduced by doing this integration numerically. So we can use the second method
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After getting the noninteracting response-response function χ0, we can evaluate












where Vext has different forms for nD structures
Vext,0D(r, L) = r
L
Vext,1D(r, L, q) = Im(kr)
Vext,1D(r, q) = e
kr
. (3.60)
In the end, we can check the numerical absorption results by using energy-weighted
sum rule introduced in Section 2.3.3.
An alternative way to calculate the absorption is to use the e-h pair basis set. The
strategy is presented as following.




ω + (Ea − Eb)
δ(ab, a′b′), (3.61)
where a ≡ {na, ka} indicates the electronic state; Ea and fa are the energy and
occupation number of a given state; ω and k are the energy and momentum of the
external excitation. Clearly, the configuration ab has to be electron-hole eh or hole-














K(z, z′)Φ(z′) = 0, (3.63)
where z = ab corresponds to the configuration, Ez = Eb − Ea is the energy for
configuration ab excitation, and fz = fa − fb is the change of the e-h pair number??.
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We define Φ(he) = x for fz = 1 and Φ(eh) = y for fz = −1, which essentially









K(x, y′)y′ = 0






















A = KXX + EXX = KY Y − EY Y
B = KXY = KY X ,
(3.66)
where KXX is the interaction matrix between he configurations, EXX is the diagonal
matrix Exδ(x, x
′), and similar definitions stand for the other matrices. The
normalization condition is
X2 − Y 2 = 1, (3.67)
which corresponds to excite one e-h pair in the system. To calculate the absorption,







| 〈y|Vext|0〉 y|2. (3.68)
The underlying physics here is presented as follows: χ0 is the Green’s function of the
non-interacting e-h pair Hamiltonian H0 = (fb − fa)(Ea −Eb)δab,a′b′ . The interaction
K (bare coulomb interaction in RPA) between different e-h pairs is then treated
as a perturbation to the noninteracting e-h pair system. By solving the effective
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Hamiltonian HRPA
∗, combined (ing) with? H0 and K, we can obtain a new set of
“quasi” e-h pair states, and each of such quasi e-h pair states is a superposition of
the non-interacting e-h pairs. In particular, among these eigenstates of HRPA are
one or more special states, namely, the plasmon modes, that encompass maximal
numbers of the noninteracting e-h pairs in a constructive way. These are also the
modes interacting most strongly with the external field.
3.5 Energy of Surface Plasmons: a Simple Quan-
tum Derivation
In this section, we derive the surface plasmon frequency using quantum mechanics.
This frequency has been evaluated by Feibelman [24]. Here we use a little different
procedure. We consider a semi-infinite bulk filling the space z > 0. From Eq. (3.49),
we can clearly see that when q → 0, the interaction between e-h pairs has the form
2π/q without any z dependence. Therefore, the amplitude of any interband transition
is vanished due to the orthogonality of wavefunctions. In this case, only the intraband
































∗The non-Hermitian nature of the effective Hamiltonian is due to the quasiboson approximation,
which means that we use the Kohn-Sham ground state instead of the real RPA ground state. In this
case the annihilation of an e-h pair will always decrease the energy of system, giving the negative
eigenvalues for Hamiltonian.
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′′, z′)ψ(z′) = 0. (3.71)
For each band κ, we define its maximum transverse momentum kκ =
√
2(EF − Eκ).
Then for small q, the energy of e-h pair is










































































This shows a pure quantum mechanical derivation of surface plasmon frequency.
3.6 Energy and Lifetime of Plasmons
In this section, we present a comprehensive study of the plasmon lifetime in a series of
highly confined geometries, including zero-dimensional (0D) nanoshells, 1D coaxial
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Figure 3.3: Thickness dependence of the plasmon energy and linewidth in different
confined geometries. The top panels are the energy spectra, including both the
hydrodynamic (lines) and RPA (circles) results. The bottom panels are the linewidths
from the RPA calculations. For all the geometries, external field is modeled within the
dipole scattering regime. For 0D and 1D, we have the fixed inner radius 2dm (solid
triangle) and 4dm (open triangle), respectively. For 1D and 2D, the momentum
transferred to an e-h pair is given by k = 0.025 a.u. (open triangle) and k = 0.05 a.u.
(solid triangle).
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nanotubes, and 2D ultrathin films, using the random phase approximation (RPA)
combined with both the traditional real space and a distinctive electron-hole (e-h) pair
basis sets. These prototype structures can exhibit wide frequency tunability [45, 51],
a salient feature highly desirable in developing plasmonics technology. Furthermore,
our present study shows that the linewidth of the plasmons can also be sensitively
tuned, as represented by their strong oscillations as a function of the system size
in the quantum regime. Such oscillatory behavior deviates qualitatively from the
expectations of the classical surface scattering picture, and can be rationalized by the
size dependence of the quantized e-h pairs contributing to the Landau damping. Our
approach also reveals the underlying physical origin for the hybridization broadening
mechanism of near degenerate plasmon modes. These findings amount to an improved
understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms for intrinsic lifetime broadening
of surface plasmons, and may prove to be instrumental in future design of plasmonic
devices.
In our studies, we first use the traditional RPA approach to evaluate electron
density-density responses in real space [51–55]. More importantly, we also use the e-h
pair basis set to evaluate the state-state responses in order to reveal the underlying
composition of the plasmon resonance. As shown later, in this basis both the
Hamiltonian describing non-interacting e-h pair excitations and the corresponding
response function are in simple diagonal forms. In paticular, when interactions among
the e-h pairs are included, the energy of the plasmons can be obtained directly from
the effective interacting Hamiltonian, exhibiting clear advantages of the e-h pair basis.
For electron levels in the ground state, we use the jellium model with the Wigner-Seitz
radius rs = 3.0 and work function W = 4.6 eV , representing silver. The interlayer
spacing dm = 0.236nm along the Ag (111) direction is used as the unit of length.
Figure 3.3 displays the thickness dependence of the plasmon energy and linewidth
in the three different confined geometries, each case with two structure examples. For
each geometry, when the thickness is large, each surface supports a plasmon mode
independently. As the thickness decreases, an antisymmetric ω+ and a symmetric
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ω− modes will be formed due to the coupling between the two surface modes. The
frequency dispersions of these two plasmon modes can be first estimated using the
hydrodynamic model [56, 57], as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3.3. Our real-space
RPA results (dots) for the ω− mode are very close to the hydrodynamic results,
suggesting that for the plasmon energy dispersions, one can ignore the detailed
electronic structures. However, they are crucial for the linewidth broadening. Here,
we also note that we have focused on the ω− mode in our RPA study, because the ω+
mode is usually strongly damped, playing a much less significant role in plasmonics.
Some intriguing features can be observed in the Landau damping of the ω− modes
†. First, the pronounced oscillations exist in all confined structures. Here we note that
similar oscillations have been reported for other geometries [55, 58], but the underlying
physical origin remains elusive, and will be fully revealed later using the e-h pair basis
set. Secondly, the trends in the linewidth deviate drastically from the 1/L dependence
expected from the semiclassical surface scattering picture. These observations imply
that one cannot describe those systems using simple phenomenological dielectric
functions.
Now we start from the detailed electronic structure to elucidate the origin of
the oscillations in the plasmon linewidth, using thin films as representative systems.
Because of the strong confinement, the energy levels of thin films consist of a series
of subbands and each electronic state is labelled by the subband index n and the
momentum parallel to the film plane. Consequently, an e-h pair can be labeled by
the band index difference |∆n| and momentum difference k between the electron and
hole states. In addition, because of the mirror symmetry in thin films, we can divide
the e-h pairs into two decoupled groups, |∆n| odd or even, which contribute to the
ω+ and ω− plasmon modes, respectively.
†In the real-space RPA approach, a numerical broadening procedure must be applied to extract
the linewidth of the plasmon mode. This amounts to introduce a finite η in the unperturbed
response function χ0 in Eq. (3.61). In the linewidth plots of Fig. 3.3, we have subtracted this initial
broadening used in our calculations, 0.1 eV for 0D and 0.04 eV for 1D and 2D, to highlight the
intrinsic linewidths due to Landau damping.
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Figure 3.4: The absorption spectra (a) without and (b) with e-h pairs interactions,
for a thin film of thickness 4dm and k = 0.012 a.u.. (c) is the result of (b) broadened
by a Lorentzian with full width at half maximum γ = 0.04eV .
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Figure 3.4 contrasts the absorption spectra calculated without or with the e-h
pair interactions, focusing on the ω− mode with even |∆n|, where the e-h pairs with
transitions from the confined states to the vacuum continuum have very minimal
effects on the plasmon energy and linewidth, and can therefore be ignored. In the
noninteraction case (Fig. 3.4(a)), we can clearly see that the absorption spectra is
made of disconnected bands due to the discretization of the individual electron levels,





for a fixed k = ka − kb. As k increases, the disconnected bands will expand in width
and eventually will fill up the gaps among them (see Fig. 3.5(a) and later discussions
for more details). In contrast, for a semi-infinite metal, the corresponding absorption
spectrum for the noninteracting case would produce only one continuum. Here, when
the interactions between the e-h pairs are switched on, we obtain Fig. 3.4(b), which
exhibits absorptions due to both disconnected bands and the isolated plasmon modes.
Because of the presence of a sum rule in the spectral weights, the plasmon modes gain
their absorption strength from the noninteracting absorption bands, and therefore
can be classified by their main contributors. For example, the one with the strongest
absorption around 2 eV , corresponding to the ω− mode, inherits its high absorption
strength from the intra-subband e-h pairs (∆n = 0). For |∆n| = 2, each absorption
band contributes a plasmon mode, with the first two modes confined in the gap
regions, and the third one far way from the originated band. As k increases, all the
low lying plasmon modes will disappear by merging into absorption bands, leaving the
one with the highest energy the only surviving plasmon mode of the resultant single
e-h pair continuum; this surviving mode eventually evolves into the bulk plasmon
mode [53]. The above discussions vividly depict the evolution of the plasmons from
the quantum to the classical regime.
An advantage of using the e-h pair basis set is that the collective modes are
obtained naturally as eigenstates of the Hamiltonian matrix HRPA, which allows us
to easily identify multiple plasmon modes originating from the intra- and inter-band
transitions. This is in sharp contrast to the traditional real-space RPA approaches,
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where initial numerical broadening must be introduced. To further demonstrate the
power of our approach, we compare the absorption spectra obtained using the e-h
pair basis set (Fig. 3.4(b)) with its counterpart obtained via numerical broadening
in Fig. 3.4(c). We can clearly see that in the latter case the inter-band plasmon
modes (arrows) with weak absorption strengths are “washed out” by such a numerical
broadening and become indistinguishable, leaving only the ω− mode as the clearly
observable mode.
We now return to the oscillatory nature of the ω− mode linewidths shown in
Fig. 3.3. Instead of showing the thickness dependence, we study the momentum
dependence of the linewidth, where the e-h pair spectra show continuous variations.
The underlying reason can be elucidated by comparing the dispersions of the plasmon
and the noninteracting e-h pairs in Fig. 3.5(a). When the plasmon energy (solid line)
passes through the gap regions of the e-h pair spectra, Landau damping should be
strongly suppressed due to the lack of decay channels. In Fig. 3.5(b), following the
plasmon trajectory, we plot the corresponding e-h pair density and linewidth. Indeed,
for the momentum k ≥ 0.03 a.u., the magnitude of the plasmon linewidth correlates
well with the e-h pair density. However, deviations from this trend are clearly visible
for smaller momenta. First, no peaked values in the linewidth are observed at the
locations where the interband e-h pairs are highly peaked. This can be understood
by the fact that the ω− mode is dominantly contributed by the intraband transitions,
and the coupling between the intraband and interband e-h pairs are very weak. More
intriguing in Fig. 3.5(b) is the peak in the linewidth at momenta where the e-h pair
density shows a minima. To resolve this counter-intuitive observation, we go back to
Fig. 3.4, where we have compared the absorption spectra with and without numerical
broadening for k = 0.012 a.u. (indicated by the vertical dashed line passing through
Fig. 3.5). By comparing Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.5(c), we can clearly see that the unexpected
linewidth peak is due to the numerical broadening of two near degenerate plasmon
modes, which cannot be resolved if the traditional real-space RPA approach was
used. This broadening mechanism due to plasmon hybridization is different from the
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Figure 3.5: (a) dispersion relations of the ω− plasmon (solid line) and the non-
interacting e-h pairs (color) for a thin film of thickness 4dm. (b) linewidth of the
plasmon (solid line) and density of the e-h pairs (dashed line) along the plasmon
trajectory shown in (a).
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traditional Landau damping mechanism of plasmon/e-h pair coupling. Furthermore,
such a hybridization broadening of near degenerate plasmon modes can also take place
inside an e-h pair continuum, as indicated by the plasmon linewidth peak around
k = 0.03 in Fig. 3.5(b).
In summary, we have performed a comprehensive study of the energy and linewidth
of plasmons in various quantum metal structures. We found that Landau damping,
as the main dissipation channel in this regime, can be drastically tuned due to energy
quantization of the individual electron levels and e-h pairs. The generic oscillatory
nature of the tunability is in stark contrast with the expectations of a semiclassical
surface scattering picture. The use of an e-h pair basis also allows us to reveal the
underlying physical origin for strong hybridization broadening of near degenerate
plasmon modes. These findings are expected to guide future designs of plasmonic
nanostructures of wide applicability.
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Chapter 4
Plasmons of Metal Thin Films in
Dielectric Environment
In previous chapter, we have studied the plasmon excitation in free-standing metal
structures. However, in experiments the metal structure is always placed on some
substrate, therefore it is important to understand the substrate effect on plasmonic
properties of a metal-substrate structure, which is the subject of this chapter. Our
results qualitatively reproduce the experimentally observed plasmon spectra of the
Mg/Si systems. The underlying physics of the formation of various absorption peaks
can be understood using the simple hybridization concept. Based on this concept,
the coexistence of surface and bulk plasmons in the experimental observation turns
out to be a clear evidence for the existence of multiple-multipole surface plasmons
due to the quantum confinement in thin films.
4.1 Introduction
Metal surfaces are attractive playgrounds for various physical and chemical processes,
including surface growth, chemical catalysis, etc. In particular, the collective
electronic excitations at a metal surface have received tremendous attention regarding
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their interaction with electric fields. In thick metal films, which can be modeled as a
semi-infinite system, the various collective modes are well understood and excellent
agreement between experimental and theoretical results has been reached [59–62]. On
the other hand, for metal thin films, the situation is much more complicated due to
contributions from different channels, such as quantum size effect and substrate.
The best-known collective mode on metal surfaces is the surface plasmon
discovered by Ritchie in 1957, which has a monopole nature perpendicular to the
surface. Later on, the multipole surface plasmon, which has a dipole characteristic,
was predicted by hydrodynamic approach [63] and identified at alkali metal surface
[59]. Based on the quantum study by Feibelman [24], the dispersion of surface










Here d⊥(ω) is the centroid of the induced charge distribution δn(r, ω),
d⊥(ω) =
∫
dr r δn(r, ω)∫
dr δn(r, ω)
, (4.2)
where r is the direction perpendicular to the surface and is measured from the surface.
This result shows that the surface plasmon has the energy exactly equal to ωp/
√
2
at q = 0. More importantly, it indicates that when d⊥(ω) > 0 is outside the jellium
edge of metal, the surface plasmon shows a negative dispersion, which agrees with
experimental observations [64, 65].
In many early studies of plasmon modes, the thin film was usually placed on
metal substrates [66–68]. In order to take into account the substrate effect, Liebsch
introduced a hybridization concept to explain the observed experimental results for
the thickness and momentum dependence [69, 70].
Here, we consider the metal-dielectric structures. We expect that the dielectric
substrate is more helpful to elucidate the quantum size effect of the thin film than
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a metal substrate. This is because the electrons in a metal substrate will strongly
permeate into the thin film and therefore may wash out the contribution from confined
electrons, while dielectric substrates will not provide any other free electrons. Our
calculation clearly produces the experimentally observed monopole and multipole
surface plasmon, and bulk plasmon. The numerical results can be well understood
using the hybridization concept. The coexistence of three different modes clearly
indicates the multiple plasmon modes due to quantum confinement.
In the following, we will first present the modeling of the dielectric environment in
our system, and discuss more details about the multipole plasmon and bulk plasmon in
thin film structure. In the last section, a comprehensive study for the metal-dielectric
structure is presented.
4.2 Effects of Dielectric Environment




ε1 r < r1
ε2 r1 ≤ r ≤ r2
ε3 r2 < r
, (4.3)
where the region with ε1,3 > 1 is the dielectric environment, and ε2 is the dielectric
contribution from the localized electron bands in metals, for example, the d-band
contribution in noble metals.
In this system, we need to solve the Poisson equation for potential φ(r) with the




where n(r) is the free charge density. This equation tells us that, due to the dielectric
environment, the bounded charges will screen the free charges with the factor ε−1. To
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solve this equation, we calculate its Green’s function, which essentially is the screened
effective coulomb interaction W (r, r′). Again, due to the translational symmetry of
system along the interface, we have the reduced form W (r, r′, q) through Fourier
transform, where q is the quantum number corresponding to the symmetric direction,
∇2W (r, r′, q) = 4π
ε(r′)
δ(r − r′), (4.5)
and the boundary conditions
εi










W (r, r′) has two contributions from both screened free charge δ(r− r′)/ε(r′) and the
bounded charge σi at the interface of different dielectric environment. So we can write
it as
W (r, r′, q) =
1
ε(r′)
[V (r, r′, q) + σ1V (r, r1, q) + σ2V (r, r2, q)] , (4.7)
where V (r, r′, q) is the bare coulomb interaction as shown in Eq. (3.49). Then the
boundary conditions can be written as
εi [V
′(r, r′) + σ1V
′(r, r1) + σ2V
′(r, r2)]r=r−i
= εi+1 [V
′(r, r′) + σ1V
























′(r, ri)|r=r+i − εiV
′(r, ri)|r=r−i . (4.11)
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Now, the Hartree potential can be readily calculated by using the screened interaction
shown in Eq. (4.7). Then the rest of the calculation can be carried out as outlined
in the previous chapter. To compare with existing experimental results, we have
studied the Mg (rs = 2.66 a.u.) thin film on a silicon substrate, which is assumed to
have non-dispersive dielectric value ε = 11.68 for simplicity.
In Fig. 4.1, we compare the ground state electron density and total potential
distribution of a free-standing thin film and a thin film on substrate structure. We
can clearly see that although the change of electron density is very small, the potential
difference is obvious. The spill-out effect of electrons in the metal-substrate interface
is stronger due to the screening of surface charges from substrate polarization.
These charges also cause the reduced total potential on the substrate side and the
discontinuity of electric field, implied by the kink of potential at the metal-substrate
interface.
Now we use several examples to show the change of plasmon excitations in the
presence of different dielectric environment. In Fig. 4.2(a), we compare the results
of ε1 = ε3 = 1 (blue) and ε1 = ε3 = 11.68 (red). The difference can be easily
understood by combining the semi-infinite surface plasmon condition Eq. (3.19) and
the hydrodynamic hybridization result Eq. (3.38). The surface plasmon frequency
in Eq. (3.38) now equals ωp/
√
12.68, therefore both split peaks ω+ and ω− shift to
lower energy. In the asymmetric case, using ε1 = 11.68 and ε3 = 1, we compare
the results of k = 0.02 and k = 0.05. In the large k-sector, the effective interaction







12.68 peak is hard to see,
since it has very small weight, which will be discussed later. On the other hand,
when the interaction is stronger in the small k-sector, two peaks will be pushed to
move far away from each other due to hybridization. Clearly, there are two possible
reasons that one may miss the lower energy peak in experiment. First, due to its
small energy, it may merge into the huge zero-energy-loss peak of EELS spectrum.
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Figure 4.1: The electron density (a) and the total effective potential(b) in free-
standing Mg thin film (blue solid) and the metal(Mg)-substrate(Si) structures (red
dashed). The thickness of both thin films is five monolayers.
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Figure 4.2: The absorption peaks in symmetric (ε1 = ε3) (a) and asymmetric (ε1 6=
ε3) structures (b). The solid (dashed) line stands for the momentum k = 0.02 (k =
0.05). 61
Second, the very small weight makes it hard to be observed even at higher energy as
k is relatively large.
4.3 Mg (0001) Thin Films on a Si (111) Substrate
In this section, we further compare the symmetric and asymmetric results to explicitly
show the reason that lower energy ω− peak is missing. In Fig. 4.3, we can see that
in the symmetric case, since the ω+ and ω− peaks have the same weight, the lower
energy peak is huge. On the other hand, in the asymmetric plots, the energy weight
is much smaller for the lower energy peak. Therefore as its energy increases, this
peak disappears at large k. Interestingly, the effect of the substrate for the ω+ seems
very small except for the energy weight redistribution. It implies that the observed
properties of ω+ mainly reflect the electronic structures of thin film itself.
Focusing on the ω+ branch, we now try to explain the detailed structures using the
hybridization concept developed by Liebsch for the alkali-metal overlayers. In Fig. 4.4,
we simplify our calculation by using a lower energy cut-off 7 eV for the electron-hole
pairs. This change will have a large effect on the linewidth of a plasmon, but very
limited influence for the dispersion. Based on the Liebsch’s arguments, the original
ω+ should change from bulk plasmon energy ωp to surface plasmon energy ∼ 0.7ωp
as k increases. When the multipole plasmon is considered, which appears at energy
∼ 0.8ωp and with slightly positive dispersion, two dispersion lines will cross with each
other. Due to the interaction between the ω+ and multipole plasmon modes, the ω+
mode starts from ωp will end up with multipole plasmon dispersion, and the multipole
plasmon will follow the dispersion of ω+ at large k. It is generally believed that only
one multipole plasmon mode exists, therefore, the conclusion is that one should see
energy peaks at ωp and 0.8ωp at lower k and 0.7ωp and 0.8ωp peaks at larger k. This
agrees with the experimental observation in alkali-metal overlayers. However, in our
calculation, we can clearly see more than one band crossing in Fig. 4.4, which is the
sign for the existence of multiple-multipole plasmons.
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Figure 4.3: Momentum dependence of plasmon dispersion in free-standing (left)
and substrate supported (right) Mg thin films with thickness five monolayers.
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Figure 4.4: Plasmon dispersion calculated with electron-hole pair energy cut-off
7 eV (left) and ∼ 27 eV (right).
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Since the decay of the relatively high energy multipole plasmon modes also involves
the interband damping, in experiments the multiple plasmon will be hard to observe.
However, the coexistence of monopole and multipole surface plasmon, and bulk
plasmon can serve as an indirect evidence.
Finally, we compare our results with the experimental measurements. In Fig. 4.5,
the k = 0 line corresponds to the measurement around 12 ∼ 14 degree. We can
see that the bulk plasmon has relatively larger energy weight for smaller k, which
agrees with our calculation. Also the negative dispersion of surface plasmon mode is
observed in both experimental ∗ and theoretical studies.
∗Ao Teng and Hanno Weitering, private communication, April, (2010)
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Transport Properties of Graphene
Nanoribbons
5.1 Introduction
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in graphene materials [71–73], motivated by
their potential application as a building block in future nanoelectronics [74]. Unlike
conventional semiconductors, the charge carriers in graphene are described by a two-
dimensional Dirac-like equation [75, 76] and display gigantic intrinsic mobility even
at room temperature [77–79]. These unique properties are responsible for a slew
of spectacular phenomena such as the half-integer quantum Hall effect [80–83] and
Klein tunneling [76]. However, they also make it extremely difficult to manipulate
the current-conducting state in graphene-based circuits. Among various schemes
proposed to deal with this problem, a common solution is to induce a band gap in
the energy spectrum by, for example, chemical doping in the bulk [84], or quantum
size effect in nanoribbons [85].
More recently, there has been an increasing interest in bilayer graphene [86–102]
because they allow easy tuning of the band structure via gate electrodes [103–107],
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which in turn provides a promising avenue towards controlled transport in graphene-
based circuits. The honeycomb lattice of a monolayer graphene consists of two atoms
in a unit cell, conventionally labeled by A and B atoms. In bilayer graphene, the two
layers are typically stacked in the so-called Bernard form in which an A atom of the
top layer sits right above a B atom of the bottom layer (Fig. 5.1). Therefore, applying
an electric field perpendicular to the layers will break the sublattice symmetry of the
system and open a band gap. Experimentally, it has been demonstrated that the
band gap can be tuned up to 250 meV [107], well into the midinfrared frequency
range.
In addition, bilayer graphene also possess a pseudospin degree of freedom
associated with the electron density difference between the two layers [108–110]. The
aforementioned perpendicular electric field plays the role as a “Zeeman” field that
couples to the pseudospin. Based on this analogy, San-Jose et al. [110] proposed
a pseudospin valve (PSV) device that consists of a bilayer graphene with a pair of
adjacent gate electrodes. This device operates in a similar way as the spin-valve [8],
i.e. by changing the polarity of the gate voltage, parallel and antiparallel pesudospin
configurations can be realized and the device can be switched between the on and off
states. It has been shown that a large on-off ratio of the conductance can be achieved
when the Fermi energy lies just outside the bulk band gap.
The issue to be addressed in this chapter is the effect of confined geometry,
particularly the appearance of the edge states, on the PSV. Graphene materials are
known to have edge states on zigzag edges [111, 112], which can significantly affect
the transport properties of the system [113, 114]. Here we demonstrate by numerical
simulations that a “midgap” PSV effect exists in bilayer graphene nanoribbons, in
which the device can operate with a large on-off ratio even when the Fermi energy
is inside the bulk band gap. This effect is possible because in addition to the flat-
band edge states typically found in monolayer graphene, bilayer graphene also has
edge states that are dispersive and extend well into the bulk band gap [115]. It is
these states that carry currents when the bulk states are not available. Moreover, due
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of a bilayer graphene nanoribbon. Black bonds connect
atoms in the top layer, and grey bonds connect atoms in the bottom layer. The line
in the armchair direction is labeled with n and the zigzag direction is labeled with
m. An armchair nanoribbon with width Nwa, where wa ' 2.46 Å is the width of a
single armchair chain, has 4N atoms in a principal layer (in red frame), and a zigzag
nanoribbon with width Mwz, where wz ' 2.13 Å is the width of a single zigzag chain,
has 4M atoms in a principal layer (in blue frame).
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to the non-localized property of these edge states, the midgap PSV effect is robust
against edge defects. Our result also shows that a smooth gate potential, as one is
likely to encounter in real experiments, will have limited influence on the operation
of this device. These features make PSV a highly desired method to control electric
currents in graphene-based circuits with confined geometry.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes electronic properties
of graphene and bilayer graphene. In Sec. 5.3, conductance of both armchair and
zigzag bilayer graphene nanoribbons is studied in detail by recursive Greens function
method. We close this chapter with a summary in Sec. 5.4.
5.2 Graphene
Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) material composed of monolayer carbon atoms
with sp2 orbital hybridization and the honeycomb lattice structure. Before it was
successfully fabricated and observed in 2004 [71], no one expected the existence
of monolayer free standing materials, since theoretically it was shown that those
systems are unstable due to thermal fluctuations [116–119]. Therefore, the unexpected
discovery of graphene stimulated enormous interests in properties of 2D systems over
these years.
The lattice and electronic structures of a monolayer graphene are shown in
Fig. 5.2(a). The honeycomb lattice consists of two equivalent atoms in a unit cell,
conventionally labeled by A and B atoms. The wavefunction of its quasiparticles
can then be represented by a vector (φA, φB)
T with two components φA and
φB corresponding to A and B sites, respectively. This two-folders form?? of
wavefunctions implies the existence of a pseudospin degree of freedom. In addition,
the electronic structures of graphene show linear dispersions near two inequivalent
points K and K ′ at the corners of the Brillouin zone, where the quasiparticles are
governed by the Dirac-like equation [120] rather than the Schrödinger equation.
Also, we can see another useful “valley” degree of freedom corresponding to the
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Figure 5.2: (a) Electronic dispersion in the honeycomb lattice. Upper: energy
spectrum and zoom in of Dirac points. Lower: honeycomb lattice and its Brillouin
zone. The lattice structure of graphene is made out of two interpenetrating triangular
lattices A and B (a1 and a2 are the lattice unit vectors, and δi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the
nearest-neighbor vectors.). The Dirac cones are located at the K and K ′ points [72].
(b) Lattice structure of bilayer graphene. The Ai (Bi) are A atoms in the layer i.
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quasiparticles at the two well separated points K and K ′ in reciprocal space. The
additional degrees of freedom and the special linear energy-momentum dispersion
provide graphene many interesting transport properties.
5.2.1 Monolayer graphene




(a†ibj + h.c.). (5.1)
In single layer graphene, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian has a form
H = vF
 VA px − ipy
px + ipy VB
 , (5.2)
where p = (px, py) is the 2D momentum expanded around K point of the Brillouin
zone, vF ' 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity (Henceforth, we will set vF = 1 for
convenience), and VA(VB) is the on-site energy of A(B) atoms. Now, supposing











where θ = arctan(py/px). Then the pseudospin is defined as
〈Ψ|σ|Ψ〉 =
√
1− (∆/E)2(cos θpx̂+ sin θpŷ) + (∆/E)ẑ. (5.4)
Now, we can see that, when ∆ = 0, the pseudospin points into the same direction as
the momentum. So the backscattering on a potential barrier tends to be suppressed




The bilayer graphene with a biased voltage between the two layers can be described



























where l is the layer index and i, j label the unit cell within one layer. The operator
al,i(bl,j) annihilates an electron at the A(B) site in the ith unit cell of layer l. V
A,B
l,i
is the site energy, which can be controlled by the biased voltage, t is the intralayer
nearest-neighbor hopping (' 2.9 eV), and t⊥ is the interlayer hopping (' 0.39 eV)
between A1 and B2, as shown in Fig. 5.1.
In the presence of a uniform perpendicular electric field, the site energy V A,Bl,i
is constant within one layer, i.e., V A,Bl,i = Vl. We introduce the potential average
Vµ = (V1 +V2)/2 and the potential difference V0 = (V1−V2)/2. The energy spectrum
of the system has a direct band gap of the size 2|V0| at the two inequivalent corners,
K and K ′, of the Brillouin zone. In experiments, one can change both the Fermi
energy (through Vµ) and the band gap (through V0) at the same time by adjusting
the gate voltages [107].
The pseudospin degree of freedom is defined as the electron population difference
between the two layers. To find its explicit dependence on the bias voltage, we recast
the Hamiltonian (5.5) in the momentum space and focus on the low-energy sector







vFπ V0 t⊥ 0
0 t⊥ −V0 vFπ†





at/~ with a being the lattice constant (we use units such that ~ = 1 = vF
from now on), and π = px + ipy is the momentum measured from the K point in the
Brillouin zone. The Hamiltonian around the K ′ point can be obtained by replacing
π with px − ipy. We have dropped the Vµ term because it corresponds to a constant
shift of all energy levels, or equivalently, a shift of the relative position of the Fermi





The resulting two-component wavefunctions describe the electronic amplitudes on A1












where θp = arctan (py/px). We can clearly see that the pseudospin can be tuned by
the potential difference V0.
5.3 Pseudospin Valve in Bilayer Graphene
The bulk pseudospin valve (PSV) proposed by San-Jose et al. [110] consists of a pair
of adjacent gate electrodes with tunable bias voltage. When the two gates have the
same (opposite) potential difference, the electrons in two gated region have parallel
(antiparallel) pseudospins. In the antiparallel configuration the transmission rate
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will be strongly suppressed because of the interface pseudospin flipping, while in the
parallel configuration the pseudospin does not play a role. As a result, the system
can be changed between the on and off states.
5.3.1 Edge effects
Next we consider the energy spectrum of the bilayer graphene system described by
the Hamiltonian (5.5) in a confined geometry. In addition to the energy quantization,
the most visible difference between the bulk and nanoribbon graphene systems is the
appearance of the edge states [72, 115]. Shown in the inset of Fig. 5.3 is the energy
spectrum of the bilayer graphene with zigzag edges. We can see that in addition to
the two flat-band edge states, as usually seen in monolayer graphene, there are two
more edge states with dispersive energy bands. In bilayer grapene, there are four
different edges terminated by atoms of the type A1, B1, A2 and B2, respectively
(Fig. 5.1). The two flat-band edge states are strictly localized on the edge atoms A1
and B2, separated by an energy gap of 2|V0|. On the other hand, due to the coupling
t⊥ between the two layers, the other two edge states (residing on the edges formed by
atoms B1 and A2) are dispersive and can penetrate into the bulk [115]. Remarkably,
the band structure of these edge states extend well into the bulk band gap (“midgap”
region). Figure 5.3 shows the behavior of the small gap 2Vg between the dispersive
edge states as a function of the nanoribbon width. It is clear that as the nanoribbon
width increases, the dispersive edge states tend to extend to the whole midgap region
and the energy spectrum becomes essentially gapless. This opens up the possibility
of transport phenomena at an arbitrary Fermi energy.
The setup of the PSV is shown in Fig. 5.4, with a interface of length D connecting
two semi-infinite gated regions. The transmission rate of electrons through the whole
system is calculated using the standard recursive Green’s function method [31], which
is a widely used technic in the study of transport properties [101, 110, 121–131].
Within this approach, the system is sliced into a series of principal layers (Fig. 5.1),
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Figure 5.3: Energy gap between the dispersive edge states (red in the inset) in
zigzag nanoribbons as a function of the nanoribbon width. Inset: spectrum of a
zigzag nanoribbon with width M = 60wz.
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and then the Green function is calculated by propagating an initial function layer by
layer from one end to the other. We use the algorithm developed by M. P. L. Sancho
et al. [32] to mimic the semi-infinite leads by a finite region with a large number of





where T is the transmission rate obtained from the Green function. The factor of 2
comes from the electron spin degeneracy.
5.3.2 Conductance of bilayer nanoribbons
We first consider a bilayer graphene nanoribbon with an abrupt interface between the
two gated regions. For antiparallel configuration, we have
V0(x) = V0[1− 2θ(x)] , (5.10)
and for parallel configuration, V0(x) is a constant. The interface length D = 0.
The conductance of nanoribbons with armchair and zigzag edges is shown
in Fig. 5.5. We immediately notice that, in sharp contrast to armchair edges,
nanoribbons with zigzag edges have a finite conductance even when the Fermi energy
is in the midgap region. Moreover, the conductance of the parallel and antiparallel
configurations shows a sizable difference in this region, giving rise to a “midgap”
PSV effect. To quantify the PSV effect, we define the pseudospin magnetoresistance





where GP (GAP ) is the conductance for parallel (antiparallel) configuration. The PMR
for both edges is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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To understand the behavior of the PMR we have also plotted the corresponding
band structure in Fig. 5.5. For the antiparallel configuration the translational
symmetry along the nanoribbon direction is broken because of the interface.
Nonetheless we can still consider the local band structure inside the semi-infinite leads
far way from the interface. The band structures with opposite V0 are exactly the same.
For zigzag edges we only show one of the valleys because the intervalley scattering
involves large momentum transfer and contributes little to the total conductance. By
comparing the band structure of the zigzag and armchair nanoribbons, we can clearly
see that the midgap PSV effect originates from the dispersive edge states discussed
earlier. The efficiency of the midgap PSV is comparable to its bulk counterpart, with
a fairly large PMR in the bulk band gap(>= 60%).
Several remarks are in order. (i) For parallel configurations, the conductance
shows a steplike behavior as a function of the Fermi energy, typical for finite size
system. On the other hand, for antiparallel configurations, the conductance varies
much smoother, increasing gradually when the Fermi energy is between two subbands.
This can be attributed to the fact that for a given energy band, the z-component of
the pseudospin has its largest value at the band bottom then decreases as the energy
increases [see Eq.(5.8)]. (ii) The largest difference between GP and GAP is 2G0 at
the subband bottom. As both GP and GAP increases with Fermi energy, the peak
value of PMR decreases. (iii) We note that for zigzag nanoribbons, there exists a
region [the ∆ region [113, 132] in Fig. 5.5(b)], where the PMR vanishes with equal
GP and GAP . In this region, if the electrons are limited to one of the valleys then the
backscattering is completely eliminated. The perfect transmission of the antiparallel
configuration therefore indicates that the pseudospin flipping process happens at a
much faster rate than the intervalley scattering. In other words, the electrons will
experience a sudden pseudospin flipping without being scattered to the other valley.
Finally, to obtain a comprehensive picture of the conductance of edge states in the
midgap region, we plot in Fig. 5.7 the Fermi energy dependence of PMR for a zigzag
nanoribbon with its width varying from 20 to 100. We can see that compared to the
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bulk PSV effect, in which the PMR is appreciable only in a small window of EF ,
there is a wide parameter range where a large PMR can be archived for the midgap
PSV effect.
5.3.3 Conductance with finite interface
Having demonstrated the midgap PSV effect for an ideal abrupt interface, next we
discuss more realistic interface conditions. In a real experiment, the two external
gates are usually separated by a certain distance and V0(x) should vary smoothly in
space. Here, we consider a PSV with interface of length D. The origin of the x-axis is
chosen at the middle. The on-site potential is constant in the lead region and modeled
by the following function in the central region






for antiparallel configuration, and
V1 = −V2 =
V0 + Vm
2









for parallel configuration, where V1 (V2) is on-site potential of top (bottom) layer,
and 2Vm is the band gap minimum in the central region for the parallel configuration.
Both potential profiles are shown in Fig. 5.4. Here the parameter Vm is included to
account for the fact that there may be a region in the middle uncovered by both gate
electrodes (Fig. 5.4). When Vm = V0, we recover the ideal situation discussed by
San-Jose et al. in bulk PSV [110]. However, as we will show later, a nonzero Vm can
have a strong effect on the PMR.
In Fig. 5.8, we compare the conductance of the PSV with a smooth interface to
an abrupt interface for both armchair and zigzag nanoribbons. We can see that the
conductance with finite interface tends to surpress the PSV effect for both armchair
and zigzag nanoribbons. The general cause has been discussed by San-Jose et al. [110]
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in their bulk PSV study – with a large interface length D, electrons will have a long
distance to adjust its pseudospin according to the profile of V0(x), and are able to
pass through the interface by gradually accommodate the change instead of being
reflected. Following this argument, we can see that the potential dip in the central
region characterized by Vm can affect the conductance of parallel configuration. To
understand this effect, let us consider an extreme case where Vm = 0. Then even
in parallel configuration the pseudospin need to be quickly rotated to in-plane once
the electrons are in the central region, because the pseudospin has no ẑ component
there. As a result, GP is reduced and so does the PMR. There are, however, several
additional features specific to the nanoribbon geometry. (i) The zero PMR region of
the zigzag nanoribbons is unaffected at all, thanks to the absence of backscattering.
(ii) The Vm term can significantly alter the edge state dispersion, therefore creating
a large momentum mismatch at the interface. This cause the large drop of GP in the
midgap region, as seen in Fig. 5.8(b).
Due to the crucial role of Vm for parallel configuration, it is much desired to make
the interface length D small enough to ensure that Vm is close to V0.
5.3.4 Edge disorder
In this section, we study the influence of edge disorder on the midgap PSV effect.
Previous studies have shown that in both monolayer and bilayer graphene the
edge disorder will strongly affect the conductance of both zigzag and armchair
nanoribbon [101, 126, 133]. In our calculation, we again consider an abrupt interface.
The system consists of two clean, semi-infinite leads on the two sides and a central
region of 40 principle layers where the disorder occurs. The interface is placed in the
middle of the central region. In one principle layer, vacancies can appear at 4 available
positions for zigzag nanoribbons and 8 available positions for armchair nanoribbons.
In our tight-binding calculation the vacancy is simulated by setting the on-site energy
to infinity.[124, 126, 134]
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In Fig. 5.9, we show the comparison between a clean nanoribbon and one with
edge disorder. For armchair nanoribbons, even a tiny amount of edge impurity (the
impurity concentration p = 2.5%) makes the PSV highly unreliable. This can be
seen in Fig. 5.9(c); the PMR can drop to below 20% when the Fermi energy is in
the first subband. On the other hand, for zigzag nanoribbons, even with a higher
impurity concentration (p = 10%) the PSV effect is pretty robust with PMR around
or above 60% in a wide range when the Fermi energy is in the bulk band gap. This
is due to the fact that the dispersive edge states in bilayer nanoribbon are non-
localized and penetrates into the bulk, therefore it is less sensitive to the edge disorder.
Experimentally, it has been found that [131] zigzag nanoribbons are more stable and
easier to produce than armchair nanoribbons. All these evidences imply that the
zigzag nanoribbon is a much better candidate than armchair nanoribbon for PSV
application.
5.4 Summary
In summary, we have investigated the pseudospin valve (PSV) effect in bilayer
graphene nanoribbons. We found the midgap PSV effect exists for nanoribbons with
zigzag edges, in which the PSV can operate even when the Fermi energy is in the
bulk band gap. Compared to its bulk counterpart, the midgap PSV has the advantage
that it can be realized with a modest shifting of the Fermi energy while in the bulk
PSV the Fermi energy must be shifted out of the band gap. In addition, the midgap
PSV also has a wider operational range of the bias potential where a large on-off
ratio can be consistently obtained. This effect is robust against edge disorder and
the details of the interface potential, making it a promising method to control the
current-conducting state in graphene-based circuits at the nanoscale.
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Figure 5.4: Electrode setup for antiparallel configuration and potential function of
different configurations. The red (blue) line refers to top (bottom) layer potential.
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Figure 5.5: Band structures and conductance for bilayer graphene nanoribbons
with (a) zigzag and (b) armchair edges. The width of both nanoribbons is 80wz/a.
The blue solid line refers to parallel configuration, and the red dashed line refers to
antiparallel configuration. V0 = 70 meV is the potential difference between the layers.
G0 = 2e
2/~ is the unit conductance.
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Figure 5.6: PMR for bilayer graphene nanoribbons with zigzag (blue solid) and
armchair (red dashed) edges. The width of both nanoribbons is 80wz/a.
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Figure 5.7: Fermi energy and width dependence of the PMR in zigzag nanoribbons.
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Figure 5.8: Conductance of (a) armchair (N = 80wa) and (b) zigzag (M = 80wz)
nanoribbons. The solid lines refer to the ideal abrupt potential change on the
interface. The dashed lines refer to the smooth potential change with interface length
of D = 5 and Vm = 0.6V0 for parallel configuration. Red (blue) lines refer to parallel
(anti-parallel) configuration.
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Figure 5.9: Conductance of (a) armchair (N = 80wa) and (b) zigzag (M = 80wz)
nanoribbons with vacancies on the edge. The solid lines refer to conductance of
perfect nanoribbons. The blue (red) line with hollow circle (filled triangle) refers
to nanoribbons with vacancy density p = 0.1 in zigzag or p = 0.025 in armchair
nanoribbons. In (c), the blue solid (red dashed) line with hollow square (filled triangle)




Graphene is considered to be a very promising building block for future electronic
devices [74]. To realize this potential, large-scale and high-quality graphene domains
are required. One promising approach to achieve this requirement is the epitaxial
growth [135–149] of graphene on metal substrates by chemical vapor deposition of
hydrocarbons or surface segregation of carbon atoms from the bulk metal. However,
in the end, to use the graphene as electronic devices, we have to transfer the epitaxially
grown graphene from metal to other insulator substrates. Currently the only way to
do that is to etch away the metal by some chemical solutions. The shortcomings
are obvious: substrates can be used only once, unrecoverable and uncontrollable
damage to graphene in the wet etching process, etc. Therefore, it is imperative to
find sustainable alternative ways to detach graphene from metal substrates.
In connection with our previous studies of both metal nanostructures and
graphene, our ongoing effort is to deal with the graphene-metal combined system.
A natural prospective is to use the external electric field to fulfill the detachment
of graphene and metal substrates. The interactions between graphene and metal
substrates involve either Van der Waals force [150, 151] or chemical bonding [147].
The possibility to overcome the Van der Waals interaction has been shown in the
graphite with electrostatic gates [152] or femtosecond laser pulses [153]. Using an
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Figure 6.1: Left [152]: schematic of the experimental set-up for electrostatic
deposition of graphene sheets, where HOPG stands for highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite. Right [153]: schematic layer stacking (a) and structural snapshots (b) of the
surface of AB-stacked graphite during exposure to a laser pulse with the full width
at half maximum of 45 fs and a wavelength λ = 800 nm. (c) Time evolution of the
interlayer distances. (d) Time-dependence of the optical electric field E characterizing
the laser pulse.
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experimental set-up as shown in Fig. 6.1, the authors can detach the graphene sheet
with selective thickness from HOPG and transfer it to the silicon oxide substrate
by tuning the strength of external voltage [152]. Figure 6.1 shows the process of the
topmost graphene layer gradually moving away from graphite bulk under femtosecond
laser pulse. However, this theoretical work shows that the thickness of the detached
graphene depends on the full width at half maximum of laser pulse, i.e., the acting
time of oscillating fields, rather than the strength of the external field in static case.
This dissimilarity implies a quite different underlying physics between the static and
dynamic responses of graphite systems.
The effect of external electric fields on a chemical bonding has also been studied
for many systems. For example, Shea and Compton have shown that Ag+ ions can be
ejected from a roughened silver surface by laser light irradiation [154]. In this process,
the surface plasmon excitation plays an important role, which can be seen from the
kinetic-energy distribution of ejected ions shown in Fig. 6.2. The peak around 3.6 eV
is due to the energy transfer from the excited surface plasmon to thermally liberated
ions, which contribute to the low energy peak (< 0.5 eV). Ritchie et al. [155] have
considered this surface plasmon assisted ions ejection as an inverse bremsstrahlung-
type process (shown in Fig. 6.2), where an ion gains kinetic energy from the surface
plasmon and momentum through a collision with the surface. Moreover, there is
experimental work showing the effect of photoinduced nano-restructure [156–158],
where the surface plasmon sometimes plays a crucial role [158].
The feasibility of our graphene detachment proposal can be clearly seen by noticing
the similarity between graphene-metal systems and the previous studied systems.
Comparing with graphite systems, it is desirable to use external fields to overcome the
Van der Waals interaction in a weakly combining graphene-metal system, where the
dynamic response of the system is expected to be more interesting due to the potential
surface plasmon excitation at a metal substrate. Based on our studies shown in
chapter 3 & 4, metal thin films would be the ideal substrates for the detaching purpose,
since both the lifetime and frequency of their surface plasmons can be effectively tuned
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Figure 6.2: Upper [154]: the kinetic energy distribution of ejected Ag+ ions.
Lower [155]: the various surface plasmon decaying processes, where the surface
plasmon (wavy line) is created from a photon (vertical dashed line). (a) The surface
plasmon decays into a single electron-hole pair. (b) The surface plasmon decays
through generation of an ion, which then collides with surface (horizontal dashed
line) to obtain momentum. (c) The same final state but with time-reversed ordering
of the plasmon-ion and the ion-surface interaction.
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to meet different requirements. For more robust chemical bondings, the potential role
of surface plasmons has been demonstrated for the single molecule detachment. The
main issue for the graphene detachment is thus the multiple-bonding breaking of the
whole flake. In the detaching process, one need to carefully deal with the energy





In this thesis, we investigated the transport and optical properties of a series of
low-dimensional systems, which includes freestanding metal nanostructures, metal-
semiconductor overlayers, semi-metal graphene nanoribbons, and graphene-metal
systems.
Using the time dependent local density approximation, we have performed a
comprehensive study of the energy and linewidth of plasmons in various quantum
metal structures. We found that Landau damping, as the main dissipation channel
in this regime, can be drastically tuned due to energy quantization of individual
electron levels and e-h pairs. The generic oscillatory nature of the tunability is in
stark contrast with the expectations of a semiclassical surface scattering picture. The
use of an e-h pair basis also allows us to reveal the underlying physical origin for
strong hybridization broadening of near degenerate plasmon modes. These findings
are expected to guide future designs of plasmonic nanostructures of wide applicability.
Beyond the freestanding assumption of metal nanostructures, we have studied
the various plasmon excitations in more realistic metal-semiconductor overlayers,
where Mg thin films are grown on Si substrates with different thickness. We found
that the observed plasmon peaks can be explained as the hybridization between
multipole plasmon modes and the antisymmetric surface plasmon mode in thin films.
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The symmetric surface plasmon mode missing in experiments can be theoretically
observed at low energy region (< 3 eV) with very small energy weight. Both the
experimental and theoretical studies indicate the coexistence of monopole surface
plasmons, multipole surface plasmons and bulk plasmons, which is a clear signal for
the existence of multi-plasmon modes.
In bilayer graphene nanoribbons, we have studied its transport properties in the
mesoscopic regime. We found a midgap PSV effect exists for nanoribbons with zigzag
edges, in which the PSV can operate even when the Fermi energy is in the bulk band
gap. Compared to its bulk counterpart, the midgap PSV has the advantage that it can
be realized with modest shifting of the Fermi energy while in the bulk PSV the Fermi
energy must be shifted out of the band gap. In addition, the midgap PSV also has a
wider operational range where a large on-off ratio can be consistently obtained. This
effect is robust against edge disorder and the details of interface potential, making it a
promising method to control the current-conducting state in graphene-based circuits
at the nanoscale.
The study of graphene-metal systems is a natural perspective based on our efforts
in both metal thin films and graphene systems. We expect to use a metal thin film
as the substrate to grow graphene sheets, and then excite surface plasmons in the
substrate to detach the graphene. The existing experimental and theoretical studies
have shown that the surface plasmon can change both Van der Waals interactions and







me 9.1093826× 10−31 kg
e 1.60217653× 1019 C
1/(4πε0) 8.9875517873681× 109 kg · m3· s−2· C−2
c 2.99792458× 108 m · s−1
~ 6.58211899× 10−16 eV · s 0.658 eV · fs
hc 1.23984188× 10−6 eV · m 1240 eV · nm
~c 1.97326963× 10−7 eV · m 197 eV · nm
a0 5.2917720859× 10−11 m 0.0529 nm
A.2 Atomic Units




Energy Hartree 27.211 eV
Time ~/Hartree 0.02428884326505 fs
Momentum 1/a0 1.88972613 Å
−1
Speed of light 137.036
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Appendix B
Density of States in
Low-Dimensional Systems
The quantum size effect in low-dimensional systems can be visualized within a simple
particle-in-box model. We consider that the free electron gas in a box is defined in
the space region 0 ≤ i ≤ Li with i = x, y, z and the potential outside of the box is























where l,m, n = 0,±1,±2, . . .. Now, supposing Lx = Ly = Lz  0, the energy level
can be viewed as continuous and the number of states with energy smaller than E in






















If we have the confinement in z direction, which means Lx = Ly  Lz > 0, the


















where Θ is the Heavyside function. With additional confinement in y and x directions,





















Θ(E − El,m,n)Ds, dn(E) =
∑
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Effective Potential in LDA
Calculations
C.1 Hartree Potential




dr [n(r)− nb(r)] = 0. (C.1)
For a nD structure with thickness dr′ at r′, the electric field Eel has the form
Eel(r) =





)n if r > r′
, (C.2)










where r0 ( r2) is the reference point. For n = 0, this is valid as long as we assume
that there is another slab at −r′, and due to the charge neutralization of the system,
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the total effect of the other slab will be cancelled. Finally, by applying the charge
neutralization condition again, we integrate r′ of Eq.(C.3) to get Eq.(3.47).
C.2 Exchange-Correlation Potential






Exc = Ex + Ec. (C.5)



















































) = 7.5957, β2 = 2c0β
2
1 = 3.5876, β3 = 1.6382, β4 = 0.49294. In
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Associated charmonium production in low energy p p annihilation
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The QCD mechanisms underlying the exclusive strong decays and hadronic production amplitudes of
charmonium remain poorly understood, despite decades of study and an increasingly detailed body of
experimental information. One set of hadronic channels of special interest are those that include baryon-
antibaryon states. These are being investigated experimentally at BES and CLEO-c in terms of their
baryon resonance content, and are also of interest for the future PANDA experiment, in which
charmonium and charmonium hybrids will be produced in p p annihilation in association with light
mesons. In this paper we develop a simple initial-state light meson emission model of the near-threshold
associated charmonium production processes p p! 0, and evaluate the differential and total cross
sections for these reactions in this model. (Here we consider the states   c, J= ,  0, 0 and 1.) The
predicted near-threshold cross section for p p! 0J= is found to be numerically similar to two previous
theoretical estimates, and is roughly comparable to the (sparse) existing data for this process. The
theoretical charmonium angular distributions predicted by this model are far from isotropic, which may be
of interest for PANDA detector design studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Strong decays of charmonia through annihilation of the
c c pair to light hadrons dominate the total widths of the
lighter charmonium states [1]. In contrast to the faster
open-charm decays, which appear to be reasonably well
described by both the 3P0 model [2] and the Cornell time-
like vector decay model [3] (given the current state of the
data), the c c annihilation decays are much less well under-
stood. There are several general rules that appear to be
respected by these decays; in particular, the number of
QCD vertices in the leading-order Feynman diagram for
annihilation into light quarks and gluons is a useful guide.
For example, the C   charmonia that can annihilate at
Og2 (into gg for c, 0, 2, and gg for the 1) have
strong annihilation widths of 1–25 MeV, often much
larger than the 0:1–0:3 MeV widths of the C  
states J= and  0, which must annihilate at Og3 into
ggg. Since c c annihilation is a short-ranged process (the
charm quark propagator implies a range of r 1=mc), a
strong suppression of annihilation widths with increasing
orbital angular momentum Lc c is also anticipated; this
suggests, for example, that the D-wave c c states 1D2 and
3D2, if below their DD open-charm threshold, will have
strong widths of <1 MeV [3,4].
Although the inclusive annihilation decays are qualita-
tively understood in terms of c c annihilation into gluons,
exclusive c c annihilation decays remain a mystery, despite
the existence of considerable experimental information on
the branching fractions of some c c states into specific
exclusive modes. In particular, much is known about the
exclusive two-body annihilation decays of the J= and  0,
and a ‘‘12% rule’’ for the relative branching fractions of the
 0 and J= into many of these modes is part of charmo-
nium folklore. The recent increase in the number of modes
studied, for example, by CLEO-c [5], has made it clear
however that this rule is not generally applicable.
In this paper we note that there may be a simple relation
between some two-body and three-body annihilation de-
cays of charmonia, specifically in decays to the final states
p p and p p0. These decays are of interest both as a novel
technique for studying N spectroscopy, for example, at
BES [6–9] and because they can be used to estimate the
cross sections for associated charmonium production in p p
annihilation, as in p p! 0  [10]. (We use  to
represent a generic charmonium state.) These cross sec-
tions are of particular interest in that they will be exploited
by the PANDA project at GSI [11] to search for excited
charmonia and charmonium hybrids. The scales of these
cross sections are at present largely unknown; a better
understanding of these associated charmonium production
processes near threshold is obviously crucial for planning




Since strong decays to three-body final states are typi-
cally dominated by quasi-two-body transitions, one might
anticipate that decays of the type ! p p0 could be
described as two-step processes, ! N p H:c: !
p p0, where the important N baryon isobars are those
with large N couplings. Specifically we might expect the
nucleon itself to make a large or perhaps dominant con-
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tribution, in view of the large NN coupling. This in turn
suggests that the associated production of a  state and a
pion in p p annihilation may take place through initial
emission of a pion from the incoming p or p line, followed
by direct annihilation of the p p state into c c. At tree level
this process is described by the two Feynman diagrams of
Fig. 1.
The use of these simple hadron-level ‘‘pole’’ diagrams to
describe these processes was previously suggested by
Gaillard, Maiani and Petronzio [12], who considered the
production of charmonium from p p states with specified
initial quantum numbers in a PCAC model. Their work was
subsequently extended analytically by Lundborg, Barnes
and Wiedner [10] (much of Ref. [12] was numerical).
Lundborg et al. also showed that a constant amplitude
approximation could be used to estimate the cross section
for p p! 0 from the corresponding three-body decay
! p p0; numerical results for p p! 0J=  using
both approaches are given in that reference.
The work presented here gives extensive analytic results
for differential and total cross sections derived from the
pole model, assuming plane wave initial p p states. If the
partial width of a charmonium state  to p p is known
experimentally, one can use this to estimate the corre-
sponding  p p coupling constant gp p. Since the
NN coupling constant is known, one may then evaluate
the differential and total cross sections for p p! 0 both
analytically and numerically in this model. Here we carry
out this exercise for the cases of five low-lying  states
with known p p partial widths, specifically the c, J= ,  0,
0 and 1.
B. Amplitudes
We describe the reactions p p! 0 as two-step pro-
cesses, initial pion emission from an incident proton or
antiproton followed by direct annihilation of the proton-
antiproton pair, p p! . This process at tree level is
described by the two Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1. The
pp0 and p p0 vertices are taken to be the usual gpp5,
and the p p vertex is generically gp p, where the Dirac
matrix  specifies the quantum numbers of the state . We
use   5 for thec,i for the 0,i for the J= and
 0, andi5 for the 1. For the vector and axial-vector
cases J= ,  0 and 1,  is implicitly contracted into the
final  polarization four-vector . Of course in general
one will have hadronic form factors at all these vertices,
and more complicated Lorentz structures (such as q
for the J= ) can be formed if one allows derivative cou-
plings. As data from PANDA becomes available it will be
of interest to consider these more general forms; for this
first estimate we assume the simplest possible vertices,
which are the minimal Dirac matrices times fixed coupling
constants.
The invariant amplitude for p p! 0 in this model is
 M  igg v p s











Here and in the following expressionsm is the proton mass,
m is the pion mass,M is the mass of the charmonium state
, and r  m=m and r  M=m are dimensionless
mass ratios relative to the proton. The pion-nucleon cou-
pling constant is g  gpp, and the (state-dependent)
charmonium-p p coupling constant is g  gp p. We
also define squared strong coupling constants 	 
g2pp=4 and 	  g2p p=4.
It is sometimes useful to rewrite this invariant amplitude







sM2m2 v p sf5k6 ;gups
 t u v p s
5k6 ;ups: (2)
Since the commutator (anticommutator) of 5k6 with 
vanishes for scalar (pseudoscalar) , this rearrangement
simplifies the calculation considerably in these cases.
C. Massless pions
1. Differential cross sections
The differential and total cross sections we find given
this invariant amplitude are rather simple in the massless
pion limit, and only involve two independent functions. For
this reason we first give results for massless pions, and then
treat each set of charmonium quantum numbers separately
for nonzero pion mass. Our results for the unpolarized










































FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams assumed in this model of the
generic reaction p p! 0.

















Here x and y are dimensionless, shifted Mandelstam var-
iables x  t=m2  1 and y  u=m2  1, and f is a dimen-
sionless energy variable, which for general masses is given
by f  sm2 M2=m2  x y.
There are several interesting features in these angular
distributions which are relevant to PANDA. Note that the
differential cross sections in Eqs. (3)–(5) are t$ u (x$
y) crossing symmetric, and that there are maxima in the
forward and backwards directions, which give the largest
values for the proton propagator functions 1=jtm2j 
1=m2jxj and 1=jum2j  1=m2jyj. A more striking effect
is the zero in the angular distribution of the final state
0c, which follows from the odd t$ u spatial symmetry
of this amplitude; this implies a node at t  u, correspond-
ing to 
  =2 in the c.m. frame. In comparison the
angular distributions of the other final states we consider
also have minima at t  u, but are nonzero there. These
rapidly varying angular distribution could be used to test
for the presence of this signal over the presumably more
slowly varying backgrounds.
2. Total cross sections
In the massless pion limit the unpolarized total cross
sections follow from integrating the results in Eqs. (3)–(5)





(the p or p velocity in the c.m.
frame), and are given by
















 s=M2  2: (8)
The massless pion total cross section formulas for the final
states 0J= and 0 0 are proportional to the 00 result,
as implied by Eq. (4); J=    0  20. We
stress that these simple ratios only apply to the algebraic
expressions; the actual numerical cross sections are not
simply related, due to a) different kinematics, and b) the




The results given in the previous section for massless
pions are attractive in their simplicity, and are useful for
numerical estimates well above threshold. However we
find that the angular distributions near threshold are
strongly dependent on the pion mass (the massless case
is a singular limit), and the difference in the location of the
threshold for massless versus massive pions leads to nu-
merically important differences in the predicted cross sec-
tions at energies relevant to PANDA. For these reasons we
give detailed predictions for the differential and total cross
sections for these charmonium production processes in the
case of general pion mass.
Since we will discuss some angular distributions in the
c.m. frame, it is useful to have the relation between
Mandelstam variables and proton (p) and pion (k) variables






































2. Differential cross sections
For general pion mass the differential cross sections
fhd=dtig may be written as multiplier functions fFg
times the massless pion formulas of Eqs. (3)–(5). These
functions, expressed as power series in r  m=m, are




TABLE I. Charmonium-p p coupling constants, estimated
from the measured branching fractions and total widths [1]
and the !p p width formulas of Eqs. (26)–(29) (see text).
State  B!p p tot: [MeV] 10
3 	 gp p
c 1:3 0:4 	 10
3 25:5 3:4 19:0 3:2
J= 2:17 0:08 	 103 0:0934 0:0021 1:62 0:03
 0 2:65 0:22 	 104 0:337 0:013 0:97 0:04
0 2:24 0:27 	 10
4 10:4 0:7 5:42 0:37
1 6:7 0:5 	 10
5 0:89 0:05 1:03 0:07
2 6:6 0:5 	 10
5 2:06 0:12 	 	 	
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In the 1 case it is simpler to give the full differential cross



































Examples of these angular distributions will be shown in
the section on numerical results.
3. Total cross sections
In the case of general masses, inspection of the differ-
ential cross sections implied by Eqs. (3)–(5) and
Eqs. (13)–(15) shows that the total cross sections may all
be evaluated analytically in terms of integrals over x, which
are generically of the form






where y  x f. The limits of integration are implied
by the definition x  t=m2  1, and in terms of proton (p)
and pion (k) c.m. frame energies and three-momenta are
 x1
0
 m2  2EpEk  2pk=m
2: (18)
These limits may also be written in terms of masses and the
Mandelstam variable s, using the relations given in
Eqs. (9)–(12). The explicit indefinite integrals required
for our cross section calculations are
 I 0x  x (19)




























In terms of these integrals, evaluated between the limits x0











 r2r24I1  f
2I2 (22)
 




f2I1  r22r2  fI1
 r2  2f
2I2  r42I1 (23)






I1  r2r2  4I2
(24)
 










  f 4I1
 f2r2  4I2  r
4
2I1: (25)
These cross sections will be evaluated numerically in the
next section.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Estimating the p p coupling constants
Numerical evaluation of our predictions for cross sec-
tions and related quantities requires values for the model
parameters. The hadron masses are of course well known,
as is the NN coupling constant g  gpp, which we
take to be 13.5. The coupling strengths of the various
charmonium resonances to p p however are not well estab-
lished; this is a crucial issue for the PANDA project, which
assumes that these couplings are sufficiently large to allow
the accumulation of large charmonium event samples in
p p annihilation.
Since the partial widths of several charmonium states to
p p are now known experimentally, one may estimate these
state-dependent charmonium-p p coupling constants fgg
by equating the measured partial widths to the Og2
theoretical partial widths we calculate in our model, as-
suming the same pointlike p p vertices that we used to
calculate the p p! 0 cross sections. In terms of the
	  g2p p=4 and the final p velocity  
1 4m2=M2
p
, these partial widths are
 c ! p p  	cM=2 (26)
 J= ! p p  	J= 1 2=r2M=3 (27)
 0 ! p p  	0
3M=2 (28)
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 1 ! p p  	1
3M=3: (29)
We use these relations and the measured branching frac-
tions and total widths to estimate values for the various
charmonium-p p coupling constants; these results are
shown in Table I. Note that the couplings of the pseudo-
scalar and scalar states c and 0 to p p are an order of
magnitude larger than the couplings of the vector and
axial-vector states.
B. Total cross sections
We will now evaluate the total unpolarized cross sec-
tions hip p! 0 for the five cases   c, J= , 0,
1 and  0, using the formulas given in Eqs. (22)–(25). The
masses assumed are 2006 PDG values [1] rounded to
0.1 MeV; m0  0:1350 GeV, mp  0:9383 GeV, Mc 
2:9804 GeV, MJ=  3:0969 GeV, M0  3:4148 GeV,
M1  3:5107 GeV and M 0  3:6861 GeV. The pp
0
coupling constant is taken to be g  13:5, and the p p
couplings are given in Table I. The resulting cross sections
are shown in Fig. 2. The E760 and E835 data for the p p!
0J= total cross section near 3.5 GeV (also shown in
Fig. 2) suggest that our results overestimate this cross
section at this Ecm by about a factor of 2.
Evidently these cross sections share a rapid rise above
threshold, followed by a slowly varying ‘‘plateau’’ region
above Ecm  4 GeV. The most remarkable feature may be
the wide variation in the plateau values with the charmo-
nium state . The largest cross section by far is for c
production, which is roughly a factor of 30 larger than the
J= cross section. Second is the 0 cross section, roughly
5 times larger than J= . Since the 0 has a radiative
branching fraction to J= of 35:6 1:9%, this implies
that J= production through the radiative process p p!
00, 0 ! J= is comparable to the direct process
p p! 0J= . Finally, the 1 and  0 cross sections are
smaller than the J= by about a factor of 5–10. (For the  0
to J= ratio this is reminiscent of the 12% rule for a radial
excitation.) These results suggest that the associated pro-
duction of charmonium and charmonium hybrids with
certain quantum numbers is strongly enhanced in p p pro-
duction, and that JPC  0 and 0 states may be the
most favored.
C. Angular distributions
The angular distributions predicted by this model of
p p! 0 are especially interesting, since they are far
from isotropic and may be important for design of the
PANDA detector. Two representative cases for hd=di
(c.m. frame) are shown in the figures; both show angular
distributions normalized to unity in the forward direction,
with Ecm in steps of 0.2 GeV up to a cutoff of Ecm 
5:0 GeV. The contours at Ecm  4:0 GeV and Ecm 
5:0 GeV are highlighted.
The first angular distribution, in Fig. 3, shows the pre-
diction of Eqs. (4) and (15) for the reaction p p! 0J= .
This distribution is isotropic as we approach threshold, but
with increasing Ecm evidently becomes strongly forward-
and backward-peaked. (All the unpolarized cross sections
we consider are front-back symmetric.)
The second angular distribution is for the reaction p p!
0c, which is predicted to be the largest associated
charmonium production cross section by a considerable
margin. This angular distribution, taken from Eqs. (3) and
(13), is shown in Fig. 4. (The same conventions are used as
in the previous figure.) This differential cross section
shows a similar forward- and backward-peaking with in-
creasing Ecm, and has in addition a very characteristic node
at t  u, which is 
  90o in the c.m. frame. The large
 



















FIG. 2. Predicted unpolarized total cross sections for the pro-
cesses p p! 0, where   c, J= , 0, 1 and  0. The data
points are Fermilab measurements of the cross section for p p!
0J= , from E760 [14] (filled) and E835 [15] (open). There are
additional experimental results for this reaction from E835 [16]
which have not yet been published as a physical cross section.
 
J/ψ
FIG. 3. Predicted c.m. frame unpolarized angular distribution
hd=di for the process p p! 0J= , normalized to the for-
ward intensity, for Ecm  3:4–5:0 GeV in steps of 0.2 [GeV].
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overall scale of this cross section suggests that the detec-
tion of unusual modes such as p p! 4 may be feasible
(with both the 0 and c decaying to ).
IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE
In this paper we have developed a hadronic pole model
of charmonium production with an associated pion in
proton-antiproton collisions. Given the Feynman diagrams
of Fig. 1 we derived closed-form analytic results for the
unpolarized differential and total cross sections for the
processes p p! 0, where the quantum numbers con-
sidered for the charmonium state  were 0, 0, 1
and 1. We quoted results for both massless and massive
pions.
Besides the hadron masses this model has as free pa-
rameters the known gpp0 and the coupling gp p of the
specified charmonium state  to p p. Here we used the
experimental partial widths of light charmonium states to
p p to estimate the coupling constants fgp pg. Given this
information we numerically evaluated the differential and
total cross sections for these reactions. In particular we
gave numerical predictions for the total cross section for
the cases   c, J= , 0, 1 and  0 (Fig. 2), and for the
differential cross sections in two representative cases,  
J= (Fig. 3) and c (Fig. 4).
The total cross sections predicted for the production of
other charmonium states than the J= are especially inter-
esting. The reaction p p! 0c is predicted to have the
largest cross section by a considerable margin, followed by
the 0. The two smallest cross sections are predicted for
the 1 and  0. These results suggest that JPC  0 and
0 charmonium states may be the most copiously pro-
duced in the PANDA experiment. A comparison of the J= 
and  0 suggests that the first radial excitation cross sections
are suppressed relative to the ground states by about a
factor of 5–10 in the relevant PANDA energy regime.
Several future developments related to this type of
model appear especially interesting. The important ques-
tion of the size of the associated production cross sections
of other charmonium states can be answered in this model
given their p p branching fractions, so Bp p is a very im-
portant measurements for the charmonium states we have
not considered here. Similarly, the cross sections for emis-
sion of a charmonium state  accompanied by other light
mesons fmg can be studied; this may also be used to clarify
poorly known ppm couplings. The importance of initial
and final polarizations, which may be accessible at
PANDA, can easily be addressed in this model. An impor-
tant effect which has not been included is the contribution
of intermediate N resonances to the p p! 0 transition
amplitudes; the NN couplings can be extracted from the
corresponding ! NN decays. It would also be of in-
terest to determine the effect of replacing the pseudoscalar
pp0 coupling we have assumed here by the axial-vector
PCAC form, as this may significantly modify the predicted
cross sections in the soft pion limit [13]. The large value of
the coupling constant gpp suggests that higher-order pro-
cesses such as p p!  may be important in this
model; this would also be an interesting calculation, and
in the simple nucleon pole model requires no additional
parameters. Finally, as our approximation of pointlike
hadron vertices is unrealistic well above threshold, it would
be very interesting to study the effect of plausible pp0
and p p form factors on our results.
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Evidence for a J= p p Pauli strong coupling?
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The couplings of charmonia and charmonium hybrids (generically ) to p p are of great interest in view
of future plans to study these states using an antiproton storage ring at GSI. These low to moderate energy
p p couplings are not well understood theoretically, and currently must be determined from experiment.
In this paper we note that the two independent Dirac () and Pauli () p p couplings of the J= and  0
can be constrained by the angular distribution of ee ! J= ;  0 ! p p on resonance. A comparison of
our theoretical results to recent unpolarized data allows estimates of the p p couplings; in the better
determined J= case the data is inconsistent with a pure Dirac () coupling, and can be explained by the
presence of a  term. This Pauli coupling may significantly affect the cross section of the PANDA
process p p! 0J= near threshold. There is a phase ambiguity that makes it impossible to uniquely
determine the magnitudes and relative phase of the Dirac and Pauli couplings from the unpolarized
angular distributions alone; we show in detail how this can be resolved through a study of the polarized
reactions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.056001 PACS numbers: 11.80.m, 13.66.Bc, 13.88.+e, 14.40.Gx
I. INTRODUCTION
Charmonium is usually studied experimentally through
ee annihilation or hadronic production, notably in p p
annihilation. The p p annihilation process was employed
by the fixed target experiments E760 and E835 at Fermilab,
which despite small production cross sections succeeded in
giving very accurate results for the masses and total widths
of the narrow charmonium states J= ,  0, 1, and 2. A
future experimental program of charmonium and charmo-
nium hybrid production using p p annihilation that is
planned by the PANDA Collaboration [1] at GSI is one
of the principal motivations for this study.
Obviously the strengths and detailed forms of the cou-
plings of charmonium states to p p are crucial questions for
any experimental program that uses p p annihilation to
study charmonium; see, for example, the predictions for
the associated production processes p p! 0 in
Refs. [2–4]. (We use  to denote a generic charmonium
or charmonium hybrid state, and  if the state has JPC 
1.)
Unfortunately these low to moderate energy production
reactions involve obscure and presumably rather compli-
cated QCD processes, so for the present they are best
inferred from experiment. In Ref. [4] we carried out this
exercise by using the measured p p partial widths to esti-
mate the coupling constants of the J= ,  0, c, 0c, 0, and
1 to p p, assuming that the simplest Dirac couplings were
dominant. These p p couplings were then used in a
PCAC-like model to give numerical predictions for several
associated charmonium production cross sections of the
type p p! 0.
In this paper we generalize these results for the J= and
 0 by relaxing the assumption of  dominance of the  p p
vertex. We assume a  p p vertex with both Dirac () and
Pauli () couplings, and derive the differential and total
cross sections for ee !  ! p p given this more gen-
eral vertex. Both unpolarized and polarized processes are
treated.
A comparison of our theoretical unpolarized angular
distributions to recent experimental J= results allows
estimates of both the Dirac and Pauli J= p p couplings.
There is a phase ambiguity that precludes a precise deter-
mination of the (complex) ratio of the Pauli and Dirac
J= p p couplings from the unpolarized data; we shall see
that an important interference effect between the Pauli and
Dirac terms leads to a strong dependence of the unpolar-
ized p p! 0J= cross section near threshold on the
currently unknown phase between these terms.
Determining these couplings is evidently quite impor-
tant for PANDA, and can be accomplished through studies
of the polarized process ee ! J= ! p p. The angular
distribution of the unpolarized, self-analyzing process
ee ! J= !   may also provide complementary
information regarding the closely related J=   vertex.
Both of these processes should be accessible at the up-
graded BES-III facility.
II. UNPOLARIZED CROSS SECTION
The Feynman diagram used to model this process is
shown in Fig. 1. We assume a vertex for the coupling of
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In this paper m and M are the proton and charmonium
mass,  is the charmonium total width, and we assume
massless initial leptons. Following DIS conventions, q is
the four momentum transfer from the nucleon to the elec-
tron; thus in our reaction ee ! p p in the c.m. frame, we




; ~0. The couplings g and  are actually
momentum-dependent form factors, but since we only
access them very close to the kinematic point q2  M2
in the reactions ee ! J= ;  0 ! p p, we will treat
them as constants.
The unpolarized differential and total cross sections for
ee !  ! p p may be expressed succinctly in terms of
the strong  p p Sachs form factors GE  g1 s=4m2
and GM  g1 . Both GE and GM are complex above
p p threshold, in part because phases are induced by p p
rescattering. If we assume that the lowest-order Feynman
diagram of Fig. 1 is dominant, the phase of g itself is
irrelevant, so here we take g to be real and positive. ,
however, has a nontrivial phase. We express this by intro-
ducing a Sachs form factor ratio, with magnitude 	  0
and phase ;
 G E=GM  	e
i: (2)
The corresponding relation between the Pauli coupling
constant  and this Sachs form factor ratio is





where we have assumed that we are on a narrow resonance,
so we can replace s by M2.
We will first consider the unpolarized process ee !
 ! p p, and establish what the differential and total cross
sections imply regarding the  p p vertex. The unpolarized













(We use angle brackets to denote a polarization averaged
quantity.) Exactly on resonance (at s  M2) this can be
expressed in terms of the  partial widths














Here Bee and Bp p are the  ! ee and  ! p p
branching fractions.
Since the (unpolarized) p p width and total cross section
on resonance involve only the single linear combination
2m2jGEj
2 M2jGMj
2, separating these two strong form
factors requires additional information, such as the angular
distribution. The unpolarized ee !  ! p p differen-















where   cosc:m:. This angular distribution is often





Inspection of Eqs. (8) and (9) shows that one can determine
the magnitude 	  jGE=GMj of the Sachs form factor ratio
from the unpolarized differential cross section, but that the
phase  of GE=GM is unconstrained.
The undetermined phase  implies an unavoidable am-
biguity in determining the magnitude and phase of the
Dirac and Pauli  p p couplings g and  from the unpolar-
ized ee ! J= ;  0 ! p p angular distribution. We
will discuss this ambiguity in the next section.
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
A. Summary of the data
Experimental values of  have been reported by several
collaborations. The results for the J= are [5–10]
FIG. 1. The Feynman diagram assumed in this model of the
generic reaction ee !  ! p p.





1:45 0:56; Mark I 5	
1:7 1:7; DASP 6	
0:61 0:23; Mark II 7	
0:56 0:14; Mark III 8	
0:62 0:11; DM2 9	
0:676 0:036 0:042; BES 10	:
(10)
and for the  0 [11,12]
  

0:67 0:15 0:04; E83511	
0:85 0:24 0:04; BES 12	:
(11)
For our comparison with experiment we use the statisti-
cally most accurate measurement for each charmonium
state, and combine the errors in quadrature. This gives
experimental estimates for  of 0:676 0:055 and 0:67
0:155 for the J= and  0, respectively.
B. Testing the pure Dirac hypothesis
We first examine these experimental numbers using the
‘‘null hypothesis’’ of no Pauli term,   0, in which case
  1 r=1 r, where r  4m2=M2. This   0 for-
mula was previously given by Claudson, Glashow, and
Wise [13] and by Carimalo [14]; the value of  under
various theoretical assumptions has been discussed by
these references and by Brodsky and LePage [15], who
predicted   1. Figure 2 shows these two experimental
values together with the pure Dirac  formula for .
The  0 case is evidently consistent with a Dirac   0p p
coupling at present accuracy, but the better determined
J= angular distribution is inconsistent with a pure Dirac
J= p p coupling at the 4 level.
The discrepancy evident in Fig. 2 may imply the pres-
ence of a Pauli term   0 in the J= p p vertex.
Inspection of our result for  in the general case
[Eq. (9)] shows that one can certainly accommodate this
discrepancy by introducing a Pauli term.
C. Determining   jGE=GMj from 
The dependence of the predicted  on 	 at the J= mass
[from Eq. (9)] is shown in Fig. 3. The experimental value
  0:676 0:055 (shown) is consistent with the Sachs
form factor magnitude ratio of
 	  jGE=GMj  0:726 0:074: (12)
In terms of 	 and  this completes our discussion: Given
the unpolarized angular distribution, one obtains a result
for 	  jGE=GMj from Eq. (9), but the phase  of GE=GM
is undetermined. However, one may ask the more funda-
mental question of what values of the Dirac and Pauli
coupling constants g and  in Eq. (1) are consistent with
a given experimental unpolarized angular distribution.
D. Determining 
First we consider the experimentally allowed values of
. The unpolarized angular distribution provides us with a
range of values of 	 [Eq. (12)], but  is unconstrained; we
may combine this information through Eq. (3) to determine
the locus of allowed (complex) values of . This is shown
in Fig. 4.
For   0, Eq. (3) implies that  is real and negative,
and takes on the smallest allowed magnitude. As we in-
crease  from 0, the allowed  values proceed clockwise,
since  initially acquires a negative imaginary part. The




0:137 0:032;   0
0:500 0:011;   :
(13)














FIG. 2. The coefficient  observed in the unpolarized ee !
J= ;  0 ! p p angular distributions, together with the theoreti-
cal result   1 r=1 r predicted by a pure Dirac 
 p p coupling.








FIG. 3. The experimental value of the unpolarized ee !
J= ! p p angular coefficient,   0:676 0:055 (shaded),
and the resulting Sachs J= p p strong form factor magnitude
ratio 	  jGE=GMj [Eq. (12)].
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E. Determining g
Next we consider the determination of the overall
J= ! p p vertex strength g. Since the differential and
total cross sections for ee ! J= ! p p only involve
g through the ratio g=f , we must introduce additional
experimental data to constrain g. The partial width for
J= ! p p is especially convenient in this regard, since
it only involves the strong J= p p vertex, and thus depends
only on g and  (and kinematic factors). This partial width
was given in terms of the strong Sachs form factors in
Eq. (6); as a function of g and  it is
 






















This generalizes the   0 result given in Eq. (27) of
Ref. [4] to a nonzero Pauli coupling. Using the PDG values
[16] of J=  93:4 2:1 keV and BJ= !p p 
2:17 0:07  103, Eq. (14) implies a range of values
of the overall vertex strength g for each value of the
(unknown) phase . This is shown in Fig. 5. There is a
range of uncertainty in g at each  (not shown in the
figure), due to the experimental errors in J= , BJ= !p p,
and 	, which is at most  5%.
Note that g is bounded by the limits at   0 and , for
which g  2:0  103 and  3:4  103, respectively. The
allowed values of g are somewhat larger than our previous
estimate of g  1:62 0:03  103 [4] assuming only a
Dirac J= p p coupling, as a result of destructive interfer-
ence between the Pauli and Dirac terms.
IV. EFFECT ON p p! 0J= 
The effect of a J= p p Pauli term on the p p! 0J= 
cross section may be of considerable interest for the
PANDA project, since one might use this as a ‘‘calibra-
tion’’ reaction for associated charmonium production, and
the Pauli term may be numerically important. (We note in
passing that intermediate N contributions may also be
important in this and related processes [4] and should be
considered in the future.) Although we have carried out this
calculation with the vertex of Eq. (1) for general masses,
the full result is rather complicated; here for illustration we
discuss the much simpler massless pion limit.
For a massless pion the ratio of the unpolarized cross
section hp p! 0J= i with a Pauli term to the pure
Dirac result ( only, denoted by D) is
 
hp p! 0J= i























is the velocity of the annihilating
p and p in the c.m. frame. The limit of this cross section
ratio at threshold is shown in Fig. 6 for a range of complex
.
Evidently there is destructive interference for a  with a
dominant negative real part, as is suggested by the unpo-
larized data. For the value   0:50 [the larger solution
in Eq. (13)] there is roughly a factor of 2 suppression in the
cross section over the prediction for a pure Dirac coupling.
The suppression, however, depends strongly on the
phase of , and for imaginary  has become a moderate
enhancement. Thus, the near-threshold cross section for








FIG. 5. The value of the overall J= p p vertex strength g
implied by the experimental J= !p p and 	 as a function of
the unknown J= p p Sachs phase .










FIG. 4. The locus of complex  (the J= p p Pauli coupling)
allowed by the experimental constraint 	  0:726 0:074,
taken from the unpolarized differential cross section for ee !
J= ! p p.
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p p! 0J= is quite sensitive to the strength and phase of
the Pauli coupling; it will therefore be important for
PANDA to have an accurate estimate of this quantity. In
the next section we will show how both the magnitude and
phase of  can be determined in polarized ee ! J= !
p p scattering, and may be accessible at BES.
V. POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES
The relative phase  of the J= p p Sachs strong form
factors GE and GM may be determined experimentally
through a study of the polarized process ee ! J= !
p p. As each of the external particles in this reaction has
two possible helicity states, there are 16 helicity ampli-
tudes in total. All the helicity amplitudes to the final p p
helicity states jp pi are proportional to GE, and all
to jp pi are proportional to GM. In the unpolarized
case these are squared and summed, which leads to a cross
section proportional to a weighted sum of jGEj2 and jGMj2.
As we stressed earlier, this implies that the phase  of
GE=GM is not determined by the unpolarized data.
To show how  can be measured in polarized scattering,
it is useful to introduce the polarization observables dis-
cussed by Paschke and Quinn [17]. These are angular
asymmetries that arise when the polarizations of particles
are aligned or antialigned along particular directions. For
example, for our reaction ee ! p p, Q0; 0; z; 0 is the
difference of two angular distributions, d=dp" 
d=dp#. Here we will use x and y for the two transverse
axes and z for the longitudinal axis (see Fig. 7). x̂ and ẑ
vary with the particle, and ŷ is chosen to be common to all.
An entry of 0 signifies an unpolarized particle. Since there
are four possible arguments for each particle, 0, x, y, and z,
there are 44  256 polarization observables for this pro-
cess. Of course there is considerable redundancy, since
they are all determined by the 16 helicity amplitudes.
The constraints of parity and charge conjugation reduce
this set to 6 independent helicity amplitudes, and for
massless leptons (as we assume here) this is further re-
duced to 3 independent nonzero helicity amplitudes.
We introduce the normalized polarization observables
Qee pp  Qe ; e ;  p; p=Q0; 0; 0; 0, where
Q0; 0; 0; 0 is the unpolarized differential cross section.
The (nonzero) polarization observables for this process
satisfy the relations
 
a Q0000 Qxxyy Qyyyy  Qzz00  1;
b Q00y0 Qxx0y Qyy0y Qzz0y  Q000y
 Qxxy0  Qyyy0  Qzzy0;
c Qxx00 Qyy00 Q00yy  Qzzyy;
d Qz0
0 Qz00x Qyxyz Qyxzy  Q0zx0
 Q0z0x  Qxyyz  Qxyzy;
e Qz0z0 Q0z0z Qxyxy Qyxyx  Q0zz0
 Qz00z  Qyxxy  Qxyyx
f Qxxxx Qyyxx Qzzzz  Q00zz;
g Q00xx  Qzzxx  Qxxzz  Qyyzz;
h Q00xz Qxxzx Qyyzx Qzzzx  Qxxxz
 Qyyxz  Qzzxz  Q00zx;
i Qxyx0 Qxy0x Qz0yz Qz0zy  Qyxx0
 Qyx0x  Q0zyz  Q0zzy:
(16)
Explicit expressions for these observables are given in
Table I.
The results in Table I suggest how we may determine 
experimentally. Inspection of the table shows that only four
of the entries depend on ; two are proportional to sin






























FIG. 7. Axes used to define the polarization observables.


















FIG. 6. The dependence of the unpolarized, near-threshold
cross section hp p! 0J= i on the (complex) Pauli cou-
pling   jjei
 [from Eq. (15)].
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cient accuracy from the unpolarized data, one may then
determine  unambiguously by extracting sin and cos
from the measurement of two of these polarization
observables.
The determination of sin is the most straightforward,
since it only requires the detection of a single final polar-
ized particle (for example the proton, through Q00y0). If 
is close to real, which corresponds to   0 or  , this
observable may be relatively small. The other polarization
observables that are proportional to sin involve asymme-
tries with either one or three particles polarized; these are
given in relations (b) and (i) of Eq. (16).
Determining cos involves measuring double or qua-
druple polarization observables, which are given in rela-
tions (d) and (h) in Eq. (16). In the double polarization
case, either one initial and one final polarization are mea-
sured (such as e and p) or the polarizations of both final
particles (p and p) are measured. In the first case the
relevant observables (such as Qz0x0) require the initial
lepton to have longitudinal ( ẑ) polarization, which is
difficult to achieve experimentally. In the second case the
initial ee beams are unpolarized, and the longitudinal
polarization of one final particle and the transverse polar-
ization of the other must be measured. Determining the p
polarization may prove to be an experimental challenge.
Of these two general possibilities, the most attractive
‘‘next experiment’’ beyond unpolarized ee ! J= !
p p scattering may be a measurement of the differential
cross section with unpolarized leptons and only the final p
polarization detected. This will determine sin, which
specifies  up to the usual trigonometric ambiguities.
Another interesting experimental possibility is to resolve
the phase ambiguity in unpolarized ee ! J= ! p p
scattering through a study of the closely related reaction
ee ! J= !  , which has recently been observed by
BABAR [18] using the ISR technique. Since the  p p and
   couplings are identical in the SU(3) flavor symmetry
limit, a determination of J=   couplings would suggest
plausible J= p p couplings. This approach has some ex-
perimental advantages; as the  and  decays are self-
analyzing, no rescattering of the final baryons is required to
determine their polarization. In addition no beam polariza-
tion is required, since it suffices to measure the (odd-	)
polarization observables Q00y0 and Q00xz. One may also
measure the even-	 observables Q00xx and Q00zz as a
cross-check of the result for 	.
Finally, we note in passing that it may also be possible to
measure the appropriate polarization observables in the
time-reversed reaction p p! J= ! ee.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The unpolarized angular distribution for the process
ee ! J= ! p p, measured recently by the BES
Collaboration, is inconsistent with theoretical expectations
for a pure Dirac J= p p coupling. In this paper we have
derived the effect of an additional Pauli-type J= p p cou-
pling, and find that this can accommodate the observed
angular distribution. The J= p p Pauli coupling may sig-
nificantly affect the cross section for the charmonium
production reaction p p! 0J= , which will be studied
at PANDA. There is an ambiguity in determining the
relative Dirac and Pauli J= p p couplings from the unpo-
larized ee ! J= ! p p data; we noted that this ambi-
guity can be fully resolved through measurements of the
polarized reaction. The most attractive polarized process to
study initially appears to be the case of unpolarized initial
ee beams, with only the final p (transversely) polarized.
Alternatively, measurement of the required polarization
observables may also be possible using the time-reversed
reaction p p! J= ! ee. It may also be possible to
use self-analyzing processes such as ee ! J= !  
to estimate the Dirac and Pauli couplings in the closely
related J=   vertex.
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TABLE I. Nonzero inequivalent polarization observables in
ee ! J= ! p p. The function F is 4 21 	2sin2.
Pol. observable Result
Q0000 1
Q00y0 4	 sin sin cos=F
Qxx00 21 	
2sin2=F
Qz0x0 4	 cos sin=F
Qz0z0 4 cos=F
Q00xz 4	 cos sin cos=F
Qxyx0 4	 sin sin=F
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Meson emission model of ! N Nm charmonium strong decays
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In this paper we consider a sequential ‘‘meson emission’’ mechanism for charmonium decays of the
type  ! N Nm, where  is a generic charmonium state, N is a nucleon, and m is a light meson. This
decay mechanism, which may not be dominant in general, assumes that an N N pair is created during
charmonium annihilation, and the light meson m is emitted from the outgoing nucleon or antinucleon line.
A straightforward generalization of this model can incorporate intermediate N resonances. We derive
Dalitz plot event densities for the cases  ¼ c, J=c , c0, c1, and c 0; and m ¼ 0, f0, and ! (and
implicitly, any 0þ, 0þþ, or 1 final light meson). It may be possible to separate the contribution of this
decay mechanism to the full decay amplitude through characteristic event densities. For the decay subset
 ! p p0 the two model parameters are known, so we are able to predict absolute numerical partial
widths for ð ! p p0Þ. In the specific case J=c ! p p0 the predicted partial width and Mp event
distribution are intriguingly close to experiment. We also consider the possibility of scalar meson and
glueball searches in ! p pf0. If the meson emission contributions to ! N Nm decays can be isolated
and quantified, they can be used to estimate meson-nucleon strong couplings fgNNmg, which are typically
poorly known, and are a crucial input in meson exchange models of the NN interaction. The determination
of gNN from J=c ! p p0 and the (poorly known) gNN! and the anomalous ‘‘strong magnetic’’
coupling NN! from J=c ! p p! are considered as examples.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.81.034025 PACS numbers: 13.25.Gv, 13.75.Cs, 13.75.Gx, 21.30.x
I. INTRODUCTION
Charmonium strong decays of the type  ! N Nm,
where  is a generic charmonium state, N is a nucleon,
andm is a light meson, have recently attracted interest both
as sources of information regarding the N spectrum [1–5]
and in searches for a low-energy N N enhancement
‘‘Xð1835Þ,’’ which has been reported in J=c ! p p [6]
and J=c ! þ0 [7,8], but thus far not in  !
p pm. These decays are also of interest because their partial
widths can be used to estimate the p p ! m associated
charmonium production cross sections at PANDA [9,10].
As we shall show here, they may also provide information
on NNm meson-nucleon coupling constants, which could
be used to identify unusual resonances such as molecule or
glueball candidates.
Specific  ! N Nm reactions that have recently been
studied experimentally include J=c ! p p0 [1], p p
and p p0 [4], and p p! [5]; c 0 ! p p0 [2], p p
[2,11], p n þ H:c: [3], p p [11] and p p! [11,12],
and (upper limit) p p [11,12]; and cJ ! p p0 and
p p [13].
These decays may prove to be complicated processes in
which several decay mechanisms contribute significantly.
For this reason it will be useful to have predictions for
 ! N Nm Dalitz plot (DP) event densities assuming
various decay mechanisms; this paper provides these re-
sults for one such mechanism. In particular we derive the
DP event densities that follow from sequential meson
emission, in which the charmonium state (generically )
decays to an intermediate N N state, which radiates the
light meson from the N or N line,  ! N N ! N Nm.
The two Feynman diagrams assumed in this model are
shown in Fig. 1.
We emphasize that the actual relative importance of this
and other  ! N Nm decay mechanisms is unclear at
present, and may depend strongly on the charmonium state
 and the light meson m; one purpose of this paper is to
determine the rates predicted by this meson emission decay
model in isolation for comparison with experiment, so that
the importance of this decay mechanism can be estimated.
The predictions of this  ! N N ! N Nm decay model
can be given in some cases with no free parameters, since
the strengths of the a priori unknown couplings N N and
NNm can be estimated from other processes. Here we will
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give absolute predictions for the set of partial widths
fð ! p p0Þg; we use the known partial widths fð !
p pÞg to estimate the fN Ng couplings, and the final NN
coupling is of course well known.
Provided that the contribution of the ! N N ! N Nm
decay mechanism can be isolated and quantified experi-
mentally, this information can be used to estimate meson-
nucleon strong coupling constants; these are generally
poorly known, and play an important role in nuclear phys-
ics as input parameters in meson exchange models of the
NN force [14–21].
We will also discuss the determination of the (well
known) p p0 and the (poorly known) p p! couplings
from the decays J=c ! p p0, c 0 ! p p0, and J=c !
p p! as examples. This provides a third motivation for the
study of  ! N Nm decays; they may prove useful for
estimating NNm coupling constants, in addition to their
relevance to N spectroscopy [1–5] and low-mass p p
dynamics [6–8]. Another motivation for studying  !
N Nm is the possibility of observing light scalars, including
the ‘‘,’’ the 980 MeV states, and the scalar glueball, in the
decays  ! p pf0 (and a0).
II. FORMULAS
Here wewill usually specialize to charmonium decays to
a p p pair and a neutral meson,  ! p pm0; these decays
are reasonably well studied, and enjoy the simplification of
equal baryon and antibaryon masses. Our results employ
conventions for kinematic variables, meson-baryon cou-
plings, and masses that were used in Ref. [22]. In particu-
lar,M is the mass of the initial charmonium state,mp is the
proton mass, mm is the mass of meson (subscript) m, and
dimensionless mass ratios R  M=mp and r  mm=mp are
defined relative to the proton mass. (Hence the numerical
values of R and r depend on the decay process.) We use
scaled dimensionless variables x ¼ M2pm=m2p  1 and y ¼
M2pm=m
2
p  1 and their inverses u ¼ 1=x and v ¼ 1=y to
describe Dalitz plots; these greatly simplify our results.
The DP event densities we present here are formally partial
width densities in x and y, which are related to the more
familiar differential partial widths by a trivial overall con-
stant,
d2ð ! p pmÞ
dxdy
¼ m4p d





Before we give our results for these event densities, it is
useful to recall some general properties of a  ! p pm
Dalitz plot. The boundary in the dimensionless variables
ðx; yÞ is specified by the curves
y ¼ r
2R2 þ ðr2 þ R2  2Þx x2  FmF
2ð1þ xÞ ; (2)
where Fm ¼ Fðr; xÞ and F ¼ FðR; xÞ, with
Fða; xÞ  ða2ða2  4Þ  2a2xþ x2Þ1=2: (3)
The range of values of x (and y) in the physical region is
rðrþ 2Þ  x  RðR 2Þ: (4)
The areas fADg of these Dalitz plots are useful for estimat-
ing ð ! p pmÞ partial widths [9]. Although AD can be
evaluated in closed form for  ! p pm with general mass
ratios r and R, the resulting expression is quite lengthy, so
when required we will simply evaluate each AD
numerically.
In deriving the DP event densities we have usually
assumed that the p p coupling is a constant gp p times
the simplest relevant Dirac matrix for the given quantum
numbers; for example, for the J=c we use a pure vector
J=cp p vertex, igJ=cp p	. The order of the hadron
labels in gabc is meant to reflect the fact that the numerical
value of this coupling constant is taken from an a ! bc
transition, here J=c ! p p. This could be a significant
concern if form factor effects are large.
We proceed similarly for the light mesons 0 and f0; for
the pion we use a pure pseudoscalar NN coupling, with
vertex gNN5, and igNNf0I for the NNf0 vertex. Since
light vector mesons (generically represented by the !)
have two interesting strong couplings, Dirac (vector) and
Pauli (anomalous magnetic), for this special case we as-
sume a vertex with two interactions,
ð!Þ	 ¼ igNN!ð	 þ iðNN!=2mpÞ	
q
Þ: (5)
Reference [23] assumed a similar J=cp p vertex; see
Ref. [22] for additional details regarding the couplings
assumed here. We generally abbreviate these coupling
constants as g  gN N and gm  gNNm; rationalized
squared couplings   g2=4 and m  g2m=4 are
also used.
For the special case of p p0 final states, these event
densities can be obtained by applying crossing relations to
our previously published results for the unpolarized differ-
ential cross sections for the 2 ! 2 processes p p ! 0
[22]; the other (f0 and !) cases have not been considered
previously. The results for all cases considered here are
given below.
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The symmetry of these event densities under ðx; yÞ and
hence ðu; vÞ interchange is a consequence of C-parity
invariance. There are singularities in these events densities
along the lines x ¼ 0 (u ¼ 1) and y ¼ 0 (v ¼ 1), corre-
sponding to M2pm ¼ m2p and M2pm ¼ m2p. These are due to
the poles of the p and p propagators in the Feynman
diagrams for the decay process  ! p p ! p pm (Fig. 1)
and lie outside the physical regions of the Dalitz plots.
III. APPLICATIONS
A. The J=c ! p p0 partial width
As a first application we will evaluate the partial width
for J=c ! p p0 assuming this meson emission decay
mechanism. The Particle Data Group (PDG) [24] quotes
a branching fraction of
BðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 1:09 0:09  103; (18)
which is the average of early measurements by Mark-I
[25], DASP [26], and Mark-II [27]. There are also more
recent experimental results on this decay from BES-II [1].
Using the current PDG value for the J=c total width of
93:2 2:1 keV, this branching fraction corresponds to a
partial width of
ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 102 9 eV: (19)
To evaluate this partial width in the meson emission
model we simply integrate the theoretical event density
(7) over the Dalitz plot. This event density is given by
d2ðJ=c ! p p0Þ
dxdy
¼ J=cmpðx; yÞ; (20)
where the dimensionless density function  is




 2ðuþ vÞðuþ vþ 1Þr2
þ 2uvr4  ðu2 þ v2Þr2R2

: (21)
This (parameter-free) relative event density, scaled to the
maximum value in the physical region, is shown in Fig. 2.
Integrating (20) over the Dalitz plot gives
ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ J=cmp  hi  AD=m4p; (22)
where hi is the mean value of ðx; yÞ in the Dalitz plot,
which has (physical) area AD;ZZ
DP
dxdy ¼ hi  AD=m4p: (23)
We evaluate hi and AD numerically, assuming physical
hadron masses; we use PDG masses rounded to 0.1 MeV;
m0 ¼ 0:1350 GeV, mp ¼ 0:9383 GeV, and mJ=c ¼
3:0969 GeV, which leads to hi ¼ 3:070  103 and AD ¼
9:265 GeV4, and a partial width of
























FIG. 2. The J=c ! p p0 DP event density predicted by the
meson emission decay mechanism J=c ! p p ! p p0, Eq. (7).
Contours of equal density are shown.
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ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 34:44  J=c MeV: (24)
To complete this estimate we require numerical values for
the NN and J=cN N coupling constants. For NN there
is general agreement from meson exchange models of NN
scattering that gNN  13 (see for example [14–21]); we
accordingly set gNN ¼ 13:0. The value of the J=cN N
coupling constant (here gJ=cp p) can be estimated from the
measured partial width to p p, which is (again using PDG
numbers) ðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ 202 8 eV. Equating this to
the theoretical decay rate
ðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ J=cpð1þ 2=R2ÞM=3 (25)
gives a value of gJ=cp p ¼ 1:62  103, as was quoted
previously in Ref. [22]. Using these couplings in Eq. (24)
gives our meson emission model prediction
ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 97 eV: (26)
This is consistent with the experimental value of 102
9 eV quoted in Eq. (19). This excellent agreement is some-
what fortuitous, since this version of the model does not
include the N contributions evident in the J=c ! p p0
Dalitz plot [1] (see also Fig. 3).
We note in passing that the charged-pion cases J=c !
p n and n pþ should have branching fractions close to
twice BðJ=c ! p p0Þ, reflecting an isospin factor of two.
Experimentally this is indeed the case; the ratio of the PDG
J=c branching fractions to p n and p p0 is BðJ=c !
p nÞ=BðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 1:94 0:18.
B. Projected J=c ! p p0 event densities
Projections of DP event densities onto the invariant mass
of one pair of particles are useful in searches for inter-
mediate resonances. For J=c ! p p0, the BES
Collaboration has published acceptance-corrected event
densities in Mp and M p invariant mass (Fig. 6 of
Ref. [1]), which show clear evidence for N resonances.
Here we will generate the corresponding theoretical
Mp-projected event distributions in the meson emission
model for comparison with experiment. Although N reso-
nances are not incorporated in our calculation, this com-
parison will test the relative importance of the meson
emission decay mechanism in this decay, and establish
whether the model predicts a non-N ‘‘background’’ in-
variant mass distribution that is similar to the data in form
and magnitude.
The full two-dimensional DP event density d2=dxdy
predicted by the meson emission model is given by Eq. (7).
Projecting this onto Mp is straightforward; first one in-
tegrates over y ¼ M2p=m2p  1 between the DP bounda-
ries yðxÞ of Eq. (2), which gives d=dx. Converting this
into a distribution in Mp introduces a Jacobean, which is
specified by the definition x ¼ M2p=m2p  1. This gives








2ðJ=c ! p p0Þ
dxdy
: (27)
We have evaluated this distribution numerically, given the
d2ðJ=c ! p p0Þ=dxdy of Eq. (7) and the masses and
couplings J=c and  used in Sec. III A. The result is
shown in Fig. 3, together with an experimental distribution
provided by BES (reported in Ref. [1]), using a common
scale. The data are the combined acceptance-corrected
Mp and M p distribution, scaled to give their reported
BðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 1:33  103 rather than the PDG value
of 1:09  103.
Clearly there is a close resemblance between the meson
emission model prediction for the J=c ! p p0 event
distribution in Mp and the observed BES distribution,
both in form and magnitude. This suggests that a study
of this reaction assuming this model for the experimental
background combined with N resonance contributions
would be an interesting exercise. Although BES [1] re-
cently reported a similar study, they introduced an ad hoc
sNð¼ M2pÞ-dependent form factor that suppressed this
background meson emission amplitude relative to N con-
tributions. The similarity to experiment evident in Fig. 3
suggests that this mechanism merits additional
consideration.
C. Other  ! p p0 partial widths
Since the two meson emission model parameters gp p
and gNNm are both known for several  ! p p0 decays,
we are able to give absolute predictions for these partial
widths. (We previously used ð ! p pÞ to estimate gp p
[22]; here we again use these values, and set gNN ¼ 13.)
These  ! p p0 partial widths are given in Table I,



















FIG. 3. J=c ! p p0 experimental (BES) and theoretical
(meson emission model, Fig. 2) Dalitz plot (DP) event densities,
projected onto Mp. This is not a fit; see text for discussion.
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together with some intermediate theoretical quantities and
the experimental widths. (These experimental values are
the PDG total widths times branching fractions, with errors
added in quadrature.)
These rates were derived using Eq. (22), with the appro-
priate density function  chosen from the set Eqs. (6)–(9).
In addition to the rates, Table I also gives the coupling
constants assumed, the average of the density function 
over the Dalitz plot, and the DP area AD in physical units.
It is clear from the table that the wide variation in the
absolute scale of partial widths observed experimentally is
approximately reproduced by the model, at least at a
‘‘factor-of-two’’ level of accuracy. This suggests that the
meson emission decay mechanism may indeed be an im-
portant component of the decay amplitude in all these
decays; a more definitive test would involve a direct com-
parison of the DP event densities or their two-body pro-
jections, as in Fig. 3.
The c1 case appears to be an exception to this approxi-
mate agreement, however in view of the large experimental
error it is not clear if this is a real discrepancy; theory and
experiment only differ by 2.
Although the single experimentally unobserved decay
c ! p p0 is predicted by the meson emission model to
have a relatively large partial width of 1.7 keV, it is actually
considerably suppressed by the presence of an on-diagonal
node in the DP event distribution. An experimental study
of c ! p p0 would accordingly be very interesting,
since the contributions of other decay mechanisms may
be easier to identify in the region of the DP where the
meson emission model gives a zero or weak contribution.
D. gNN from BðJ=c ! p p0Þ=BðJ=c ! p pÞ
Previously we noted that  ! p pm decays can be used
to estimate NNm couplings, provided that the contribution
of the meson emission decay mechanism to the decay
amplitude can be quantified experimentally. In the follow-
ing we will use the decay J=c ! p p0 as an illustration
of this approach, since the agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical partial widths suggests that domi-
nation of this decay by meson emission is a reasonable first
approximation.
Since the a priori unknown coupling J=c cancels in the
theoretical branching fraction ratio BðJ=c !
p p0Þ=BðJ=c ! p pÞ, we can use it to estimate gNN
directly. The meson emission model decay width for
ðJ=c ! p p0Þ (7) and the two-body decay width (25)
imply the following relation between this ratio and the
coupling   g2NN=4:
 ¼ ð1 4=R2Þ1=2 ðRþ 2=RÞ
3hiAD=m4p
 BðJ=c ! p p
0Þ
BðJ=c ! p pÞ :
(28)
Substitution of the experimental PDG numbers BðJ=c !
p p0Þ ¼ ð1:09 0:09Þ  103 and BðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼
ð2:17 0:07Þ  103 for these branching fractions leads
to the estimate
gNNjJ=c!p p0 ¼ 13:3 0:6; (29)
which is consistent with NN meson exchange model
values.
We expect to find approximately equal gNN estimates
from other  ! p p and p pm decay pairs if the meson
emission decay mechanism  ! p p ! p p0 is indeed
dominant. A second state  that can be use to estimate
gNN is the c
0ð3686Þ. Since the c 0 has the same quantum
numbers as the J=c , Eq. (28) is again appropriate for our
coupling constant estimate. This c 0 case has a much larger
p p0 DP area AD than the J=c , which is partially com-
pensated by a smaller mean event density hi. (These
quantities are given in Table I.) Using M ¼ 3:6861 GeV
and the PDG branching fractions Bðc 0 ! p p0Þ ¼
ð1:33 0:17Þ  104 and Bðc 0 ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:75 0:12Þ 
104, we find the c 0-based gNN estimate
gNNjc 0!p p0 ¼ 9:9 0:7: (30)
This is similar to but somewhat smaller than the estimate
obtained above from J=c decays (29), and may give an
indication of the accuracy of this approach for estimating
NNm coupling constants.
Of course the other relations for m analogous to (28)
will only be useful if the meson emission decay mechanism
is dominant in those decays as well. Otherwise the con-
tribution of this mechanism to the decay must be identified
and quantified, for example, through a detailed study of the
DP event density.
E. Scalar mesons in  ! N Nm
The long-standing interest in the light scalars makes the
possibility of studying them using these decays an attrac-
tive prospect. This motivated our inclusion of decay for-
mulas for the processes ! p pf0 in our set of theoretical
DP event densities.
Here we will give meson emission model predictions for
the branching fractions Bð ! p pf0Þ, where  ¼ c,
J=c , c0, c1, and c
0, for a light ‘‘sigma’’ meson with
mf0 ¼ 0:5 GeV. To evaluate these partial widths we pro-
ceed as in Sec. III C, and integrate the appropriate decay
TABLE I. Comparison of theory (meson emission model) and
experiment for ð ! p p0Þ (see text).
 103gp p 10
3hi AD ½GeV4	 thyp p0 exptp p0
c 19.0 0.530 6.862 1.7 keV -
J=c 1.62 3.070 9.265 97 eV 102 9 eV
0 5.42 3.691 18.605 2.6 keV 6:0 1:3 keV
1 1.03 0.554 22.351 17 eV 103 43 eV
c 0 0.97 2.010 30.501 75 eV 41 5 eV
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width formula from the set Eqs. (10)–(13) over the Dalitz
plot. We again use the p p coupling constants of
Sec. III C, as given in Table I. The total widths used to
convert the calculated partial widths to branching fractions
are the current PDG values, ðcÞ ¼ 27:4 MeV,
ðJ=c Þ ¼ 93:2 keV, ðc0Þ ¼ 10:4 MeV, ðc1Þ ¼
0:86 MeV, and ðc 0Þ ¼ 309 keV. Our results are given
in Table II. Since there is no general agreement regarding
an NNf0ð500Þ coupling constant, in the table we first give
the predicted branching fraction relative to BðJ=c !
p pf0ð500ÞÞ  B0, which is numerically 0:338  104 
g2NNf0 . (The unknown gNNf0 cancels in these ratios.) The
next column gives absolute Bð ! p pf0ð500ÞÞ branching
fractions for a rather arbitrarily chosen gNNf0 ¼ 10.
Finally, the table quotes experimental branching fractions
for the related processes  ! p pþ for comparison.
The relative theoretical branching fractions (Table II,
column 2) suggest that the best channel for identifying a
light scalar in ! p pf0 is J=c ! p pf0 itself (assuming
that the meson emission model is a reasonable guide).
Given a somewhat larger event sample, c 0 ! p pf0 should
be competitive with J=c , and has the advantage of more
phase space, so the scalars near 1 GeV and the f0ð1500Þ
could also be investigated. c ! p pf0 has a comparable
theoretical branching fraction, but the difficulty of produc-
ing the c makes this a less attractive channel. Finally, the
cJ states are predicted to have much smaller p pf0
branching fractions than J=c ! p pf0, and accordingly
are less attractive experimentally if this decay model is
accurate.
We have also estimated the effect of an f0ð500Þwidth on
these results. Imposing a Breit-Wigner f0 mass profile with
f0 ¼ 0:5 GeV, truncated at 2m, decreases all the abso-
lute theoretical  ! p pf0ð500Þ branching fractions in
Table II (column 3) by  10%. The relative theoretical
branching fractions (column 2) are even less sensitive to
the f0ð500Þwidth, and become 0.41, 0.048, 0.017, and 0.21.
A light scalar f0 meson would presumably decay
strongly and perhaps dominantly to , so decays of the
type  ! p p are of special interest, notably J=c !
p p (in view of our large theoretical BðJ=c !
p pf0ð500ÞÞ). The charged case J=c ! p pþ has
been studied by Mark-I [25], DESY [28], and Mark-II
[27]. Although no light scalar mesons have yet been iden-
tified in this decay, it is suggestive that J=c ! p pþ
is the largest known exclusive J=c ! p pX mode, with a
branching fraction of BðJ=c ! p pþÞ ¼ ð6:0
0:5Þ  103.
In addition to the p pf0 intermediate state of interest
here, this decay may also receive important contributions
fromNN,NN, and, as well as other two-baryon and
NNm states; this may complicate the comparison with
experiment considerably. Reference [27], which has the
largest event sample, finds a large but not dominant 
contribution, BðJ=c ! þþ Þ ¼ ð1:10 0:29Þ 
103, and gives a rather tight upper limit of  5% on the
contributing subprocess J=c ! p p0; BðJ=c !
p p0Þ< 3:1  104 (90% C.L.). As Ref. [27] shows in
their Fig. 31, that the þ invariant mass distribution
from non- events is a broad sigmalike distribution,
there may well be a large J=c ! p pf0ð
500Þ !
p pþ contribution to this decay, with a branching
fraction comparable to the theoretical 3:4  103 predicted
for gNNf0 ¼ 10 (see Table II). It will be very interesting to
investigate this possible light f0 contribution in a future
experimental study, as well as to search for the f0ð980Þ and
a0ð980Þ scalar states and the scalar glueball candidate
f0ð1500Þ in (higher-mass) charmonium decays, notably
of the c 0.
F. Decays to NN! and NNV
Charmonium decays to N N! are especially interesting,
since the ! plays a crucial role in meson exchange models
of the NN force, as the dominant origin of the short-ranged
‘‘hard core repulsion,’’ through t-channel ! exchange.
Conceptual problems with this !-exchange mechanism
include (1) the very small NN separation implied by this
mechanism (RNN  1=mV  0:3 fm), at which quark-
gluon dynamics may be a more appropriate description
of the interaction; and (2) the prediction of a corresponding
short-ranged N N attraction and deeply bound N N states,
which are not observed. (See, for example, Refs. [29–31],
and references cited therein.)
There are two strong coupling constants in the NN!
vertex, as summarized by Eq. (5), the overall strength gNN!
of the Dirac (	) coupling, and the relative strong mag-
netic Pauli coupling NN! (here abbreviated g! and !,
with ! ¼ g2!=4). Unfortunately the NNV couplings in
the meson exchange models are not a priori well estab-
lished experimentally, and are therefore usually fitted di-
rectly to NN scattering data. These NN scattering studies
are thus fits to the data rather than predictions that test the
assumed vector-meson-exchange scattering mechanism.
These NN fits typically find g!  10–15 for the Dirac
NN! coupling, whereas the NN! Pauli coupling has
remained poorly determined; examples of NN! parameter
TABLE II. Theoretical (meson emission model) branching
fractions for light scalar meson production. The numerical
columns are (1) the ratio Bð ! p pf0ð500ÞÞ=BðJ=c !
p pf0ð500ÞÞ; (2) 103  Bð ! p pf0ð500ÞÞ for gNNf0 ¼ 10;












c 0.40 1.4 <12 (90% C.L.)
J=c  1 3.4 6:0 0:5
0 0.045 0.15 2:1 0:7
1 0.016 0.054 0:50 0:19
c 0 0.21 0.72 0:60 0:04
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sets from the NN scattering literature include ðg!; !Þ ¼
ð12:2;  0:12Þ (Paris), ð12:5; þ 0:66Þ (Nijmegen), and
(15.9, 0) (CD-Bonn) (these are cited in Ref. [32]).
Independent estimates of the NN! coupling from experi-
ment have been reported by Sato and Lee [33] (from pion
photoproduction) and by Mergell, Meissner, and Drechsel
[34] (from nucleon electromagnetic form factors). Sato
et al. assumed ! ¼ 0, and quoted the range g! ¼
7–10:5 for experimentally favored values of the Dirac
coupling. Mergell et al. found a small ! but a much larger
Dirac coupling, ðg!; !Þ ¼ ð20:86 0:25;0:16 0:01Þ.
Theoretical calculations include a QCD sum rule result of
Zhu [35], who finds ðg!; !Þ ¼ ð18 8; 0:8 0:4Þ, and a
recent 3P0 quark model calculation of NNm couplings [32]
which found the analytic result ! ¼ 3=2.
Charmonium decays to p p! final states (and N NV
more generally) may allow independent estimates of these
NN! and NNV couplings, again provided that they are
dominated by the meson emission decay mechanism, or at
least that this contribution to the decay amplitude can be
isolated and quantified. In the following discussion we will
consider the decay J=c ! p p! as an example.
Results from experimental studies of the decay J=c !
p p! have been published by Mark-I [25], Mark-II [27],
and most recently BES-II [5]. The PDG value of the
J=c ! p p! branching fraction, estimated from these
results, is BðJ=c ! p p!Þ ¼ ð1:10 0:15Þ  103, which
combined with the PDG J=c total width gives an experi-
mental partial width of
ðJ=c ! p p!Þ ¼ 103 14 eV: (31)
The fact that this is approximately equal to the p p0
partial width (19) despite the much smaller phase space
suggests a robust NN! coupling.
On evaluating this theoretical decay rate by integrating
Eq. (15) numerically with physical masses, both NN!
couplings free, and (as used previously) gJ=cp p ¼ 1:62 
103, we find
ðJ=c ! p p!Þ ¼ !  ð2:468 1:101! þ 0:8862!Þ eV:
(32)
The single number ðJ=c ! p p!Þ alone does not suf-
fice to determine the NN! strong couplings since there are
two free parameters, g! and !. If we set ! ¼ 0, follow-
ing CD-Bonn [15] and the Sato-Lee photoproduction study
[33], the measured partial width (31) and the theoretical
decay rate (32) imply g! ¼ 23 3 (provided that meson
emission dominates this decay). This g! is rather larger
than these references prefer for g!; it is consistent however
with the electromagnetic form factor fit of Mergell et al.
[34] and the range 18 8 reported by Zhu [35] from QCD
sum rules. If we instead assume the 3P0 quark model value
! ¼ 3=2 for the Pauli term [32], we find g! ¼ 14:6
2:0, which is consistent with the values quoted by NN
scattering studies, and is somewhat larger than the photo-
production value.
It is possible to estimate the two parameters g! and !
independently through a more detailed comparison be-
tween J=c ! p p! data and the theoretical DP event
density, Eq. (15). This theoretical event density is strongly
dependent on the Pauli coefficient !; with ! ¼ 0 the
event density at lower Mp p is strongly suppressed (see
Fig. 4).
In contrast, for moderately large j!j, such as the quark
model value ! ¼ 3=2, the theoretical DP event density
is closer to uniform. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
shows this event density along the diagonal M2p! ¼ M2p!
(relative to the maximum value on diagonal) for various
!  0. If the meson emission model does give a good
description of this decay, evidently it may be possible to
determine ! by comparing the J=c ! p p! DP event
density on diagonal to the prediction in Fig. 5.
G. Other  ! p pV decays
Other decays to p pV final states that are closely related
to J=c ! p p! include J=c ! p p0 and J=c ! p p.
In the meson emission model these are both described by
the decay formula (15), albeit with different vector meson
masses and NNV couplings. Given the rounded PDG
masses m0 ¼ 0:7755 GeV and m ¼ 1:0195 GeV, we
predict the numerical decay widths































FIG. 4. Theoretical relative J=c ! p p! DP event density for
! ¼ 0, from Eq. (15). Note the suppression near p p threshold
(upper right).
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and
ðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼   ð0:184 0:109 þ 0:0872Þ eV:
(34)
The 0 case is especially interesting due to the range of
values reported for , as discussed by Brown and
Machleidt [36]. Although vector dominance predicts  ¼
3:7 ‘‘weak ,’’ and some data have been interpreted as
supporting this, fits to  ! N N and S-D mixing in NN
scattering prefer a larger value ‘‘strong ’’; the Bonn
potential model, for example, uses ð; Þ ¼ ð0:84; 6:1Þ
[14]. A QCD sum rule calculation by Zhu [37] finds
ðg; Þ ¼ ð2:5 0:2; 8:0 2:0Þ, comparable to the fitted
Bonn values. In contrast, the valence quark model with a
3P0 NN coupling predicts a much smaller  ¼ ! ¼
þ3=2 [32].
Using Eq. (33) we can give meson emission model
predictions for ðJ=c ! p p0Þ that follow from these
various ðg; Þ parameters. The Bonn parameters cited
above give ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 25 eV and BðJ=c !
p p0Þ ¼ 2:7  104; this is essentially equal to the current
experimental upper limit [24,27] of 3:1  104 (90% C.L.),
which is a Mark-II result dating from 1984. The Zhu QCD
sum rule central values for ðg; Þ give essentially iden-
tical results. In contrast the valence quark model with 3P0
couplings g ¼ g!=3 and  ¼ þ3=2 (and using g ¼
14:6 from the J=c ! p p! discussion above) gives a
much lower ðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 5:6 eV and hence
BðJ=c ! p p0Þ ¼ 6:0  105, which is about a factor of
5 below the current experimental limit. The proximity of
the Bonn and QCD sum rule parameter predictions for
BðJ=c ! p p0Þ to the current limit suggests that an
experimental study with significantly improved sensitivity
could make a useful contribution to establishing NN
couplings.
The decay J=c ! p p in contrast has been observed,
and has an experimental (PDG) branching fraction of
BexptðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ ð4:5 1:5Þ  105, corresponding
to exptðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ 4:2 1:4 eV. Unfortunately in
this case we do not have a theoretical estimate for either
 or , since the (valence level, leading-order)
3P0
model predicts no NN coupling. Clearly it would be
very interesting to obtain experimental values for these
couplings, since little is known about the properties of
Zweig-suppressed vertices. Again, if the meson emission
model gives a good description of this decay, a comparison
of Eq. (15) to the experimental J=c ! p p DP event
distribution should allow an experimental determination of
the NN couplings.
Finally, we note in passing that c 0 decays to NNV are
apparently not in agreement with the meson emission
model; proceeding as above, we would predict a branching
fraction of Bðc 0 ! p p!Þ ¼ 9:4  104, whereas the PDG
experimental value is an order of magnitude smaller,
Bexptðc 0 ! p p!Þ ¼ ð6:9 2:1Þ  105. Possible explana-
tions for this discrepancy, including form factors and (de-
structive interference with) additional decay mechanisms,
are discussed in the next section. Since the total c 0 !
p p! data sample reported by CLEO [11] and BES [12]
comprises only about 35 events, it is not yet possible to
establish the reason for this large discrepancy between
experiment and the meson emission model. This would
ideally involve a comparison between the predicted and
observed Dalitz plot event densities. Hopefully this com-
parison will be possible using the large c 0 data set being
accumulated at BES-III.
IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
In this paper we have presented and developed a hadron-
level ‘‘meson emission model’’ of charmonium decays of
the type  ! N Nm, where  is a generic charmonium
resonance, N is a nucleon, and m is a light meson. The
model assumes that the decays take place through meson
emission from the nucleon or antinucleon line, as a had-
ronic ‘‘final state radiation’’ correction to a  ! N N
transition. As the model is relatively simple, we are able
to evaluate the predicted DP event densities for many
experimentally accessible and measured processes; in par-
ticular, we give event densities for ¼ c, J=c (and c 0),
c0, c1, and c
0; andm ¼ 0, f0, and!; and implicitly all
cases with the same JPC quantum numbers.
We used the reaction J=c ! p p0 as a test case with
no free parameters (the J=cp p and NN couplings are
known), and compared the meson emission model predic-
tions for the projected event density inMp and the partial
width ðJ=c ! p p0Þ to experiment; the partial width is
in good agreement, and the Mp event density appears to
describe the non-N background contribution to this reac-
tion observed experimentally. We also give predictions for
































FIG. 5. Theoretical J=c ! p p! DP event density along the
diagonal M2p! ¼ M2p!, showing the strong ! dependence.
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ð ! p p0Þ for all cases considered here; the overall
trend of large and small widths, and their approximate
scale is reproduced by the model.
We also considered scalar and vector meson production.
We estimated  ! p pf0 branching fractions for a light
f0ð500Þ, and noted that the J=c and c 0 are favored for
these studies, and the c 0 is favored for glueball searches. In
vector production we considered J=c ! p p! in particu-
lar, and noted that a high-statistics study of this reaction
could be used to estimate the NN! couplings (g! and !),
which play a crucial role in meson exchange models of the
NN force. We showed that the J=c ! p p! Dalitz plot
event density is rather sensitive to the poorly known NN!
Pauli coupling !. Determination of meson-nucleon strong
couplings is a potentially very interesting application of
 ! p pm decays.
There are several theoretical developments that will be
very important for future applications of this model. One
should incorporate N resonances; this is conceptually
straightforward but may be technically complicated, as it
will introduce many new and poorly known resonance
coupling parameters and phases. This development is of
course crucial to describe the data in reactions such as
J=c ! p p0, which clearly shows N resonance peaks
(Fig. 3). Another important development is the substitution
of plausible NðÞ NðÞ and NðÞNm hadron vertex form
factors for the assumed coupling constants; the difficulty
here is that hadronic form factors are poorly known, and
models such as 3P0 that predict form factors have not been
adequately developed and tested. Another interesting gen-
eralization of the strong vertices assumed here would be to
include a J=cp p Pauli coupling; as we noted previously
[23], this can explain the observed eþe ! J=c ! p p
angular distribution. Finally, one should include other sig-
nificant decay mechanisms, as they become apparent
through high-statistics studies of experimental Dalitz plots.
These additional mechanisms might include intermediate
meson resonances m0 that couple strongly to N N, as in
 ! m0m ! p pm; if them0 resonances lie in the physical
region, they will give rise to characteristic m0 resonance
bands inMp p that could be identified and incorporated in a
more complete decay model.
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